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Power Line Communication (PLC) technology is an emerging technology that utilises 
the electrical cables in order to send data or information. The key concept behind PLC 
is smart; however, it did not happen without a cost. The installation of multipurpose 
PLC technologies poses some problematic demerits, which need to be resolved so that 
PLC channels can offer a relatively pleasant transmission environment. In particular, 
noise in PLC distribution wires arises as the most disruptive aspect amongst all the 
challenges. 
Recently, OFDM modulation scheme has been installed into PLC technology as an 
advanced and efficient variation of FDM. The deployment of OFDM has succeeded to 
combat some severe aspects (e.g. selective fading) in PLC mediums. However, it did 
not succeed to tackle the most prominent concern, which is the noise. Noise, in PLC, 
has two major groups: background and impulsive, where the latter imposes significant 
performance degradation, since it shows relatively higher power spectral density 
values, carries more energy, and occurs at random. All these factors contribute to the 
fact that impulsive noise typically interferes with the information being transmitted 
which in turn, necessitates the need to detect and suppress it.  
From another perspective, machine learning field, which engages the Artificial 
Intelligence thinking to enable systems to learn and progress with experience, has been 
rapidly evolving and is very pervasive. Therefore, the use of Artificial Intelligence, and 
more specifically machine learning, was advised in order to overcome the issue of noise 
that is exhibited in PLC cables to ensure the PLC technology reliability, and resilience 
in combating noise. 
In this dissertation, the work is divided into three implementation stages. The first stage, 
introduces an implementation of  several advanced Machine Learning algorithms to 
distinguish between uncontaminated and contaminated received signals. These 
algorithms also succeeded in characterising impulsive noise-containing received 
messages against those carrying merely background noise. The most reliable classifier 
was found to be the multilayer feedforward neural network, which has scored a true 






The second stage of implementation has proposed of the use of state-of-the-art ML 
techniques for filtering the noisy signals at low SNR power. In this stage, the classical 
rectifying methods were used in order to assess the performance of each method and 
draw a conclusion on the best performing noise-correcting scheme in PLC channels. It 
was secured that installing Artificial Intelligence (AI) noise cancellation methods are 
functionally effective noise elimination methods, for instance, trigonometric functional 
link neural networks, have realised less than 17 dB SNR power to achieve a BER value 
of 510 . However, we recommend that, to  achieve noise-elimination enhancements, 
the capabilities of the proposed AI  must be optimised and parameters be fine-tuned. 
The final work stage presents the use of  cluster-analysis innovative methods that are 
directed at discerning and discriminating the impulsive locations from any other 
position within the received message. It was concluded that the most convenient and 
adequate method for our research objective is the density based clustering applications 
with noise algorithm, that scored a prediction accuracy of 96.9%. Finally, through 
experimental outcomes and demonstrations, we could deduce that the proposed ML 
algorithms have successfully satisfied the research intentions and achieved the 
demanded tasks. We also conclude that the use of ML offers a promising integrated 
approach. Therefore, we recommend broader employment of ML as a major agent in 
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1.1  Background 
 
Power Line Communication (PLC) technology is a multipurpose connectivity solution. 
Originally, these power line electrical cables were designed to convey energy. PLC 
technology was a traditional transmission solution found widely across fields, including 
industrial, transport, lighting and energy [10,11,12].  
Nowadays, the preexisting power line distribution foundation of PLC networks has 
evolved to configure a medium to send broadband and narrowband data at different 
frequencies and data transmission rates. PLC networks are therefore, deployed in 
supporting internet connectivity inside buildings [19,20].  
PLC technology offers high speed networking capabilities along with many other 
benefits, and conserves the cost required to establish new transmission infrastructure. 
Consequently, it is increasingly gaining more attention by researchers [14,15].  
1.2  Artificial Intelligence 
 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a subdivision of computer science that aims at creating a 
technology that enables computers (or machines) to operate in an intelligent fashion, in 
order to perform computer programs that involve planning, natural language 
processing, knowledge representation, reasoning, problem solving, perception, motion 
manipulation and social intelligence. AI therefore, attempts to utilise the human 
intelligence traits so that machines could also become intelligent [4, 5 , 6, 7].  
In particular, Machine Learning (ML) has been a requisite science of Artificial 
Intelligence, which was motivated by analysis of computational learning theory and 
pattern recognition. More particularly, Artificial Neural Networks, provides a rich, 
robust non-parametric modelling framework with proven and potential applications 





1.3  Problem Statement 
 
 Despite its economical and widespread communication technology, the PLC network 
was identified as a hostile data transmission medium. PLC technology experiences 
challenges including bandwidth and transmitter output power limitations, low security, 
signal attenuation and distortion, high cost of residential equipment, lack of global 
standards, limited and inaccurate theoretical representation of power line 
communication system, reflection and multipath fading, impedance mismatch, time and 
frequency variation impairments, and both coloured and impulsive noise issues [9, 11, 
27, 28, 29].  
These downfalls significantly affect the PLC systems’ reliability and efficiency and 
cause significant degradation in the PLC network performance. Therefore, Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) modulation scheme was installed in PLC 
architectures due to its immunity against selective fading and interference. 
Nevertheless, the presence of noise remained a detrimental issue in PLC lines. Among 
these problems, impulsive noise happens to be the most destructive issue with power 
line communication systems, as the noise occurs randomly, exhibits a high amplitude, 
high power spectral density (15 dB above the background noise) and frequently 
interferes with the transmitted signal (sent message), thus causing wrong information 
to be received at the receiving end in PLC [9, 11, 27, 28, 29]. 
 
Over recent years, several methods were employed for the purpose of detecting and 
suppressing noise in PLC distribution channels. Mainly, these methods include, 
iterative, clipping and nulling techniques. However, they do not mitigate the entire 
impulsive noise energy. Besides, they require estimating noise parameters in advance 
and demand high Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) power to be effective. In addition, these 
methods can only mitigate noise without returning any information regarding the 
presenting noise type. Furthermore, a need to recognise noise in PLC channels has 
become crucial, even when no descriptive information, such as labels, is handy. 
1.4  Research Objectives 
 
Since the merging area of AI is getting more and more evolving and applicable, it has 





dissertation is therefore, directed at the deployment of AI techniques in tackling the 
problematic noise aspect in PLC transmission lines. The main objectives of this study  
are to bring the hot research and implementation topic of AI into play in order to detect 
and alleviate the detrimental impacts of noise on the transmitted information. 
1.5  Research Contributions 
 
 To present the use of a number of pattern recognition ML techniques, to reveal the 
presence/absence of noise manifesting within the received signals at the OFDM 
receiver as well as the noise type (both background and impulsive).  
 To suppress noise whilst guaranteeing that this task is accomplished at low SNR 
power by the use of a bunch of function fitting neural networks. 
 To advise filters and clipping nonlinearity in response to the aforementioned 
objective, in order to evaluate ML adeptness in the same application as opposed to 
other contemporary mechanisms. 
 To introduce a number of clustering ML methods in order to uncover impulsive 
noise existence in PLC channels. 
1.5  Dissertation Organisation 
 
This dissertation is organised as follows: 
In Chapter 1, a background of the research orientation is highlighted as well as the 
problem statement, research objectives and research contributions. 
In Chapter 2, an overview of PLC system, OFDM modulation scheme and its 
components, AI, the various noise types in PLC were presented. In addition, the 
particular proposed ML techniques were illustrated in light of literature. 
In Chapter 3, the deployment of various ML algorithms in the classification of received 
signals and the identification of noise in PLC systems were illustrated. The performance 
of these algorithms was also analysed.  
In Chapter 4, the application of various ML techniques in the suppression of noise in 
PLC channels at low SNR power were demonstrated. In addition, some classical noise 
alleviation schemes were utilised. The final BER performance of the proposed 





In Chapter 5, the exploitation of cluster analysis methodologies was introduced to detect 
the presence of impulsive noise in PLC channels. A performance assessment among 
the studied methods was also conducted. 
Finally, in Chapter 6, the overall work done in the thesis was summarised. In addition, 


























2.1  Introduction to PLC Systems 
 
PLC technology, which is also known as power line carrier, Power line Digital 
Subscriber Line (PDSL), Mains Communication, Power-Line Telecommunications, or 
Power Line Networking (PLN) is an emerging mean that uses the widespread pure 
energy transmission medium for data communication purposes [10]. The idea of 
deploying the electrical energy distribution cables to convey information is a smart idea 
indeed, since the ubiquitous power supply infrastructure of this technology replaces the 
need for new installation needed for data transmission, hence, reducing the consequent 
operational costs and expenditures, which represent the major merit of PLC networks. 
Besides, this technology offers a huge potential of high-speed communication services 
and ensures that the communication services are accessible at any outlet, since power 
line distribution grid is present in almost every dwelling and building. 
Smart grid and micro-inverter (for solar panels) are earlier adoptions of the PLC 
technology. Nowadays, PLC networks are found widely across fields including: 
industrial (e.g., irrigation control), transport (electronic in transportation means), 
lighting (e.g., LED dimming, traffic light control) and energy (for smart energy 
generation). 
2.2  Categories of PLC systems 
 
To get broader insight into the PLC system, we will look at the main classes of PLC 
systems: narrowband PLC and broadband PLC [13, 19, 20]. On one hand, narrowband 
PLC technology can send information at lower frequency levels (3-500 kHz) and at low 
data rates (up to 100s kbps), to reach relatively remote destinations (up to several 
kilometers). These characteristics describe narrowband PLC networks. On the other, 
broadband PLC architectures convey signals at higher frequencies (1.5-250 MHz) [14, 
15], high data rates (up to 100s Mbps) to realise relatively closer receiving points, with 





In addition, one major difference between the two classes is that, the signals over 
narrowband PLC networks are often modulated by using relatively less advanced 
modulation schemes, such as, Spread Frequency Shift Keying (S-FSK), Binary Phase 
Shift Keying (BPSK) and Spread Spectrum (SS), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). 
However, broadband PLC networks tend to employ more developed modulation 
schemes such as Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK), Direct Sequence Spread 
Spectrum (DSSS), and Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [16].  
2.3  PLC Systems Disadvantages 
 
Despite its merits, the PLC technology presents a violent communication medium 
owing to the negative and unfavorable challenges of noise, impedance mismatch, 
selective multipath fading, reflection, high signal attenuation and distortion, lack of 
regulatory global standards, high residential cost, low security [33], etc. Therefore, to 
ensure good operation and sound data communication of PLC networks, these aspects 
must be detected and combated. The following highlight the most fundamental issues 
in PLC technology [9, 11, 27, 28, 29]. 
Signal attenuation and distortion, is one negative property in PLC channels, which 
occurs when the signal over a PLC cable is distorted by losing part of its power 
propagated. This undesirable feature is typically influenced by the physical cable length 
and the frequency at which the signal is being communicated. The  numerous number 
of various dissimilar electrical elements that are coupled into PLC networks, or when 
the electrical devices are frequently connected and disconnected from the PLC network 
can trigger this aspect [34].  
Impedance mismatch, is another substantial downside of the PLC technology, where 
some factors contribute to the presence of impedance mismatch including: different 
characteristic impedances of the cables, topology of the channel and nature of 
connected loads. Owing to the variable input impedance, it has become troublesome to 
model the PLC system design [40, 41].  
Thirdly, multipath fading, which is triggered by the impedance mismatch, typically 
occurs when the same signal arrives at the network’s receiving end by two or more 





from the load back to the power line cable at every impedance and discontinues along 
the propagation path (when the output and cable impedances are not equivalent).  
Power lines do not necessarily contribute to a secure media, they also lack international 
regulatory standards. Furthermore,  residential appliances are of high cost, because the 
cost of the PLC modem is less competitive to the standard phone line modem. Finally, 
we are going to deeply look into the issue of noise which is the major concern of our 
study. 
2.4  Noise in PLC Systems 
 
Unlike other telecommunications channels, PLC channels were primarily originated to 
transmit energy, not digital signals. Additionally, electrical appliances with different 
characteristics and at different frequencies are linked to the power distribution network. 
Due to these facts, noise issue has arose as a significantly undesired aspect in PLC 
channels that is usually triggered by the normal functioning of some commonly noise-
producing appliances connected to the PLC network, or in its proximity, for instance: 
fluorescent lamps, halogen lamps, light dimmers and universal motors. Noise 
(interference) in PLC channels is a superposition of two major natures: background 
noise and impulsive noise [43]. Colored background noise and narrowband interference 
are both sorts of the background noise, in which their Power Spectral Density (PSD) is 
relatively low, almost constant and varies slowly with time. On the other hand, 
impulsive noise might exhibit in three different natures including periodic impulsive 
noise asynchronous to the main frequency, periodic impulsive noise asynchronous to 
the main frequency, and asynchronous impulsive noise. Impulsive noise poses a serious 
detrimental aspect in power line distribution networks, as it occurs as random impulses. 
Its PSD is relatively high (often ranges from 10dB to 15dB above background noise) 
and also varies rapidly with time [27, 46]. In addition, the presence of impulsive noise 
in PLC lines limits practical transmission speed and negatively impacts the correctness 
of received messages because it can be added to the transmitted information signal 
leading to the loss of information symbol blocks. Therefore, impulsive noise should be 
investigated to suppress its disturbing harm on PLC systems’ reliability. Figure 1 shows 
the block diagram of a PLC system disturbed by different kinds of noises. Following is 





1. Colored background noise: The PSD of this type of noise is relatively low. Again, 
its PSD is inversely proportional to the frequency spectrum. The largest possible 
PSD value that can be experienced is between 50 Hz and 20 kHz. Furthermore, the 
noise features vary slowly over time in terms of minutes and hours. This noise is 
mainly induced by the overlap of various white noise sources of lower intensity, 
varied amplitudes and different frequencies [47, 48].  
2. Narrowband noise: This type of noise impacts certain sub bands on the 
transmission channel [49, 50].The affected sub bands are continuous over the 
frequency spectrum. In addition,  these sub bands are narrow, which implies that 
they occupy small ranges of the frequency spectrum. This type of noise displays a 
sinusoidal form with modulated amplitude [51, 52, 53, 54].  
3. Periodic impulsive noise, synchronous to the main frequency: This type of noise 
usually occurs in the form of impulses, where each impulse is produced at every 
zero crossing of the supply signal and with a repetition rate between 50 or 100Hz 
[57, 58, 59]. This noise appears at multiples of the main frequency, where the 
frequency occupied is directly proportional to its PSD value. The switching action 
of power supplies, which are coupled into the mains supply network and operate 
synchronously with the mains frequency converters in light dimmers and DC 
power sources, gives rise to this type of noise [9, 56].   
4. Asynchronous impulsive noise: This type of noise is induced mainly by switching 
transients in different parts of the transmission network. The impulses of this noise 
appears as random bursts that lasts from some microseconds to a few milliseconds. 
Its PSD can amount to more than 50 dB above the spectrum of the background 
noise, causing entire blocks of the information signal to be lost. As a result, this 
noise is the major factor cause of signal deformation and contributes to most of the 
error occurrences in the digital communication over PLC networks [64, 65, 66, 67]. 
5. Periodic impulsive noise, asynchronous to the main frequency: This type of noise 
usually occurs in the form of random impulses with a duration varying from a few 
microseconds to milliseconds, and with a repetition rate between 50 or 200 kHz. 
Due to its high repetition rate, the frequency occupied by this noise is closely 
separated. In addition, the PSD value of this noise is 50 dB beyond the background 





type of noise [60, 61]. This type of noise is therefore considered the most damaging 
aspect amongst all the noise types [62, 63]. 
 
Figure 1. Block diagram of a PLC system 
In order to measure the extent of harm and deformation that the presence of impulsive 
noise leads to, one might calculate certain parameters including the mean and variance 
of the interval of impulses, the percentage of signal samples contaminated by impulses 
as well as the average signal to noise ratio. However, when impulsive noise occurs in 
bursts, the previous parameters will not suffice and some additional quantities might be 
needed, including the burst interval, the means and variances of the number of impulses 
in a burst, and the duration of bursts [27, 46].  
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) can be obtained as the ratio of the average signal relative 
to impulsive noise averaged over an entire time sequence, including the time samples 
when no impulses are present. This ratio depends on two parameters: the rate of 
occurrence of impulsive noise and the average power of each impulse. 






As stated above, impulsive noise is the most detrimental demerit in PLC 
communication technology, which results in significant adverse effects on the validity 
of the received signals. Therefore, and in order to make the process of eliminating this 
noise less exhausting, the need for a scheme to model the occurrence of this type of 
noise and its disruptive impacts has become critical. For that, researchers have 
dedicated a lot of effort to develop powerful noise modeling schemes such as 
Middleton, Gaussian, and Markov [1, 70, 71]. 
Middleton [27] has suggested a model to incorporate the effect of noise in 
communications solutions. Middleton has brought about three modeling paradigms 
based on the type of the electromagnetic noise named as: class A, class B, and class C, 
which is a union of class A and class B. Amongst these paradigms, Middleton Class A 
model has the most widespread consideration and acceptance in literature, since it 
demands a lesser number of unknowns parameters. Therefore, we are going to dedicate 
this section to explaining the key statistical principles of this model [27]. 
Middleton assumes that the probability density function of a complete noise sample 
( kn ) in a PLC line, is a weighted sum of Gaussian densities with zero mean and 2mσ  
variance, and is given as: 
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(1) 
Where ( )2,; σµkxN represents a Gaussian PDF with mean µ and variance 2σ , from 
which the thk  sample ( kx ) is taken, and mP is the Poisson-distributed PDF that models 
the impulsive density (number of impulses per given period of observation) in an m -























where 2Iσ  is the impulsive noise variance (power), 2gσ  is the background noise, the 





and is known as Gaussian to impulse noise power ration, and A is the density of in a 









Where η is the average number of impulses per second τ is the average impulse 
duration and 0T is a unit time that equal 1. 
2.6  Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
 
Orthogonal frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technique is an advanced 
multicarrier variant of the traditional FDM data modulation (encoding) technology. 
OFDM,  which was proposed by Chang [73], has been broadly pursued for transmitting 
signals over wireless channels in several wireless standards such as Digital Video 
Broadcasting (DVB-T), Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), the IEEE 802.11a, Local 
Area Network (LAN) standard, and the IEEE 802.16a, andMetropolitan Area Network 
(MAN) standard. Besides, OFDM has been adopted as a prospective candidate for 
fourth-generation (4G) mobile wireless systems as well as for Dedicated Short-Range 
Communications (DSRC) for roadside to vehicle communications [73, 74]. 
As the name implies, OFDM, makes an efficient utilisation of the signal’s overall 
spectrum of a frequency-selective channel by converting the available bandwidth into 
a large set of orthogonal, frequency-flat, overlapping (in frequency) and closely spaced 
sub channels. It is noteworthy that the subcarriers are separated to maintain 
orthogonality of their corresponding time domain waveforms, enable the receiving 
circuit to recognise the sub channels and demodulate the information signal using a 
filter. Besides, the spacing by which the subcarriers are placed is set to equal the 
reciprocity of the symbol period. 
In PLC channels, OFDM scheme is popularly implemented to modulate digital signals 
in broadband communication systems such as DSL internet access and High Definition 
Television systems (HDTV). The installation of the advanced technology of OFDM has 
been adopted and preferred to other single-carrier encoding techniques in PLC 
networks, due to its robustness and resilience against the PLC harsh channel 
environment. Moreover, it refines the issues that contribute to that hostile medium, 





selective fading problems caused by multi-path propagation, without incorporating 
complex time-domain equalisation filters. Despite its benefits, OFDM still suffers a low 
performance under Doppler spread and time-selective fading situations, sensitivity to 
timing and frequency-synchronisation glitches phase noise, high peak-to-average-
power ratio (PAPR), etc.  
2.6.1 Advantages of OFDM systems 
OFDM offers PLC systems with an advantage of resilience in combating the severe 
conditions that are found in PLC environment, like, selective fading, interface, 
multipath effects, and noise. Based on the advanced OFDM communication strategy, it 
possesses some advanced pioneer qualities, which are  [74, 75, 76]: 
 Immunity to selective fading: Since the transmitted subcarriers are flat fading sub-
channels, they are individually influenced by selective fading.  
 Resilience to interference: Usually, interference on a channel is limited at certain 
bandwidths. That is, not all sub bands, at which the subcarriers are conveyed, will 
be impacted, and the signal deformation will cut significantly. 
 Spectrum efficiency: As stated earlier, OFDM takes advantage of the available 
spectrum, which implies that the signal’s entire spectrum is efficiently used.  
 Resilient to ISI: Since each subcarrier sends a low data rate, the OFDM is 
advantageous for its resilience to Inter-Symbol (ISI) and Inter-Frame Interference 
(IFI). In addition, the insertion of the cyclic prefix broadens the symbol period 
interval by prefixing the symbol with a repetition of the end, so that the linear 
convolution of the multipath channels can be modeled as a circular convolution. 
Moreover, the insertion of a guard time, with an interval at least equal to the 
frequency-selective multipath channel, contributes to the ISI minimisation from the 
previous symbol. 
 Resilient to narrow-band effects: If frequency selectivity of the channel and narrow 
band interference were able to deform the signal, then adequate channel coding and 
interleaving would enable the retrieval of the lost symbols. 





 High spectral-performance compared to other double-sideband modulation 
schemes. 
 Simpler channel equalisation: One significant advantage of OFDM is that applying 
the coding scheme greatly simplifies the channel equalisation 
 Low response to time synchronisation errors. 
 Adjusted sub-channel receiver filters are not needed (unlike conventional FDM 
technique). 
2.6.2 Demerits of OFDM systems 
Although, OFDM technology is an advanced and widely adopted data encoding 
scheme, it still has a few deficiencies, which have to be treated to make the use of 
OFDM more efficient [1, 70, 71, 76]: 
 High peak to average power ratio: Noise in OFDM modulated signals exhibit some 
formats including peak to average power ratio, relatively high large dynamic range 
or amplitude variation. The high peak to overage power ratio contributes to the 
insufficiency of the efficiency level of the RF amplifier, as it has to linear and take 
in the large amplitude variations. 
 Sensitive to carrier offset and drift: OFDM schemes are majorly sensitive to carrier 
offset and drift, whilst single carrier systems lightly suffer from this issue. 
2.6.3 OFDM in PLC Architectures 
Figure 2 presents the block diagram of an OFDM system used to transmit information 
in a power line communication channel, where the original digital signal is traversed to 
the modulation block. Thereafter, a digital converter known as Serial-In Parallel Out 
(SIPO) or S/P converter is used to transform the serial flow of the modulated signal into 
an output signal in a parallel format [86, 87]. This digital signal is then modulated by 
using the Inverse Fast Fourier transform (IFFT), in which the frequency spectrum is 
switched into a time domain signal representation [88, 89]. The serial fashion of the 
current signal is then retrieved by using another digital converter named as PISO 
parallel-in serial-out or P/S converter [86, 87, 92]. Afterwards, the cyclic prefix is 





in order to lengthen the original symbol period of the signal, and allow some delay 
required to detect and decode the received signal at the receiving end. Next, the 
extended serial signal is passed through an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), which 
coverts the real valued continuous analog signal into a discrete digital signal [94, 95]. 
Then, the discrete digital signal is communicated through the transmission channel (e.g. 
PLC electrical cable). Once the signal is received, it is communicated through blocks 
that reverses the action of their predecessors that is, the blocks are the Digital-to-Analog 
Converter (DAC) [96, 97], the deletion of the cyclic prefix, the S/P converter, the FFT 
block, P/S, the demodulation block, such that the final output received signal is a bit 
binary stream of data. 
 
Figure 2. Block diagram of an OFDM modulated PLC system 
2.6.4 Data Modulation 
Modulation is a coding scheme used to alter one or more properties of the carrier-signal, 
with a modulating waveform containing data to be communicated. The modulator is an 
equipment used for modulation, while the demodulator is used for demodulation 
(decoding of the carrier signal) [76]. The amount by which the phase of the carrier 
signal is shifted, is dependent upon the PSK modulation type including Binary Phase 
Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and 8PSK  [77]. In this 
dissertation, we are going to deploy the phase shift keying modulation of data, which 
is the process of changing the phase (as its name implies) of a constant frequency 
reference wave (carrier signal) that is widely adopted in wireless communication 
applications.  
BPSK modulation scheme is a simple data coding method, in which the carrier signal 
is a discrete-time binary data with 0s and 1s and the phase of the carrier signal is shifted 





produced when the carrier frequency is phase-modulated °180 . Such that the modulated 
signal is ( )θjexp  for each bit of a value of 1 and ( )θjexp_ for each zero-valued bit, in 
which φ  is the phase offset parameter [81, 82]. 
Binary symbols are represented by a pair of signals ( )tS1 and ( )tS 2  defined as follows: 
 























where bE  is the energy of the transmitted signal per bit, and cf is the frequency of the 
carrier wave, ( )tS1 is the BPSK signal for a bit with a value of 0 and ( )tS 2  is the BPSK 
signal for a value of 1 [83, 84].  
Figure 3 is the constellation view diagram using BPSK modulation technique.  
 
Figure 3. BPSK constellation view 
The major disadvantage of BPSK modulation is that it is unable to efficiently handle 
high data rate communications, since it modulates at 1bit/symbol. 
 
2.7  Artificial Intelligence 
 
Planning, natural language processing, knowledge representation, reasoning and 
problem solving perception, motion manipulation and social intelligence are all aspects 
of regular human intelligence [9]. Computer systems, also called intelligent agents are 





advantage of their chances and by doing so with an effectiveness close to the human’s 
mental capability. Mainly, AI is divided into three categories,: symbolic AI, statistical 
AI and computational AI [9].  
In this study, only the computational AI (or sub-symbolic AI) was used. It is aimed at 
enabling the intelligence agents to learn a certain function based on a set of historical 
observations [98]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), fuzzy logic control, optimisation 
techniques, pattern recognition techniques and artificial neuro fuzzy inference system 
(ANFIS) are all applications of the Computational AI [7, 100, 101, 102]. A detailed 
investistigation is presented in Section 2.6.3. 
AI has attained hugely progressing attention by researchers as they have functioned 
effectively in various challenging complex computational tasks including data 
compression, modeling, forecasting, associative recall, adaptive control, classification, 
combinatorial problem solving, noise filtering,  diagnostics, constraint satisfaction, 
multi-sensor data fusion, general mapping, optimisation and risk assessment [103]. 
2.8  Artificial Neural Networks 
  
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) were firstly proposed as simple binary threshold 
units. Originally, the concept of ANN was motivated from the central nervous system 
in human brains. Over the past many years, ANNs have merged as an efficient problem 
solving approach, which is continually enhanced to accommodate a variety of 
applications in practice. The ANN is structured by interconnecting a massively parallel 
and simple neural computing elements, (which might also be regarded as neurons, 
processing elements, units, cells), into a distributed representation of a compact 
computational model that has the ability to react in response to input stimuli, and learn 
to adapt to the external environment. ANNs can also be displayed as weighted directed 
graphs, where the neurons are nodes and the edges are links. This is the typical 
configuration of ANNs; however, they are variable in their structure. The distinctive 
arrangement of the ANNs helps avoid the combinatorial explosion associated with 
serial symbolic computations (numeric manipulation). 
ANNs are mainly grouped into two divisions, relative to their architecture as a whole.  





is exclusively in one direction. On the other hand, recurrent (feedback) networks, 
encompass feedback lateral paths whereby information is sent.  
Before looking at some particular structures of ANNs, it is useful to highlight some 
fundamental characteristics of ANNs including mapping capabilities, content 
addressable memory, learning and generalisation, robust performance, parallel 
processing, adaptivity, fault tolerance, low energy consumption, contextual information 
processing. 
Amongst these features of ANNs, one inherent intelligent property is learning, by which 
the information stored in a network, represented by weight on the connections, is 
updated iteratively during training, in which training patterns are successively 
presented to the network, so that the underlying network performance improves, and  
the intended task could be closely realised. 
ANNs have been constantly suggested and incorporated as a problem-solving tool in a 
vast variety of disciplines, in which, noticeable performance gain was obtained. These 
critical tasks include: machine translation, fraud detection, oral language interpretation 
(speech recognition), information retrieval, weather forecasting, computer vision, 
social network filtering, face recognition, signature verification, playing board and 
video games, search engines, medical diagnosis, semantic parsing and questions 
answering, signal processing and spell checking  [113]. 
2.9  Machine Learning 
 
In the past decade, Machine Learning (ML) has been an indispensable science of AI, 
which was primarily inspired by the analysis of Computational Learning Theory and 
Pattern Recognition. ML develops algorithms that build a mathematical model based 
on a training dataset. By way of clarification, ML works by considering input data 
to detect patterns and modify program actions accordingly. That is, ML techniques do 
not involve the actual programming of the computer algorithms; however, they utilise 
the available sample patterns in the analysis process so that decisions and predictions 
could  be readily deduced [103]. 
It has broadly and effectively served in diverse fields including Engineering, 





Manufacturing government, Healthcare, Mechanics, Robotics and 
Telecommunications  [103]. 
2.9.1 ML Categories 
Learning paradigms are categorised into three classes: supervised learning, 
enforcement learning and unsupervised learning [17]. 
Firstly, in supervised learning, the learning process is assumed to be carried out by the 
supervision of a teacher, in which the training series consist of the input vectors together 
with the desired output patterns (correct answers). During the training, the network is 
repeatedly presented with the training data components until the desired input-output 
mapping occurs [104]. At each training iteration, the difference between the network’s 
output and the desired outputs is used to compute the resultant errors, which in turn is 
utilised to iteratively update the network weights, minimise the associated cost function 
and therefore enhance the overall network performance. One of the fundamental 
supervised learning paradigms is the backpropagation learning (delta rule). There is one 
hyper-parameter that comes into play in this context and thence, its definition should 
be extended. This factor is the learning rate, which controls the amount by which the 
current iteration weights are corrected in response to the error signal. Therefore, this 
parameter greatly monitors the convergence speed of the ANN. In fact, it was agreed 
that if the value of the learning rate were carefully adjusted, then the optimal solution 
would be reached in significantly shorter training time [105]. 
Secondly, in reinforcement learning, the network is not presented with the correct 
answers, however, a network, which uses this learning method, is also said to be 
supervised by a teacher, since the network is supplied with an indication of whether the 
resultant network’s output is right or wrong. Accordingly this information is used to 
improve the performance. Usually, units that make the right answer are rewarded by 
strengthening the weights associated with them, whilst units that give the incorrect 
answer are penalised by reducing their weights [110]. 
Thirdly, in unsupervised learning, no correct targets are presented and no indication is 
given of whether the output answer is correct or not. Therefore, the network must train 
itself to explore the underlying features in the input patterns by clustering the input 





patterns in the same cluster. Typically, learning in such networks occurs by reinforcing 
the weights associated with selected nodes in order to approximate the representative 
training patterns [101]. 
2.9.2 Applications of ML  
ML is used in different fields of study such as Medicals, Engineering, Accounting, 
Database, Statistics, Visualisation, Signal processing, Economics, etc. [103]. Other 
areas where ML techniques are constantly applied, include: Oral Language 
interpretation, Genetics, Weather Forecast, Speech Recognition, Medical Diagnostics, 
Stock Market Analysis, Database Marketing, Spam Filtering, Bioinformatics, 
Information Retrieval, Fraud detection, Scene Classification and Face Detection in 
images, search engines, etc. [113, 114]. 
2.9.3 Current Applications of ML 
The overall work done in this  dissertation is reviewed in the block diagram displayed 
in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. Block diagram of the implemented ML system  
2.9.3.4 Pattern Recognition Learning to Classify Noisy Signals 
The first objective of this study was to direct ML at the discovery of the presence or 
absence of noise at the OFDM receiving circuit of PLC networks, as well as identifying 
the nature of the presenting noise. As a result, we have adopted eight innovative pattern 





(2)Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), (3)Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), (4)Radial 
Basis Function neural network (RBF), (5)Discriminant Analysis (DA), (6)Naive Bayes 
Classifier (NBC), (7)Learning Vector Quantisation (LVQ) and (8)Fuzzy Adaptive 
Resonance Theory MAP (Fuzzy ARTMAP). In this section, we introduce adequate 
elaboration of the investigated pattern recognition techniques: 
2.9.3.4.1 Support Vector Machines 
From geometrical perspective, training a classifier corresponds to discovering the 
mathematical equation for an optimal separating multidimensional surface that 
separates the input feature space into classes is the best and most effective manner 
[136], and for that, Boser, Guyon, and Vapnik [135]have introduced the Support Vector 
Machine (SVM). The SVM is a discriminant classifier that aims at  finding a hyperplane 
function, which correctly and distinctly separates two classes with a maximum margin 
[139]. In two dimensional feature spaces, this hyperplane is a line dividing x-y plane 
into two regions, where in each class, lays in either side.  
However, in real life scenario, most of the data that is used in classification challenges 
is often complicated and not linearly separable. When a classification question is 
linearly inseparable, in the original feature space, even soft-margin, SVM ,which 
tolerates some misclassification rate, cannot obtain a powerful separator, that optimally 
reduces the misclassification rate  that generalizes well [138, 139]. Thus, relying on 
linearly inseparable data in an n-dimensional space may be linearly separable in a 
higher dimensional space. SVM uses the kernel trick to transform the two dimensional 
data into a higher-dimensional feature space, often called kernel space, in which linear 
separability of data is assured [140]. Thus, by this transformation to the kernel space, a 
linear hyperplane can be found to optimally separate the two classes involved in the 
classification task rather than solving a computationally complicated high-order 
separating hypersurface in the two-dimensional input space [136].  
SVM is a binary supervised classifier, implying that given labelled training data, each 
pattern represents an input example in feature space paired with the corresponding class 
to which it belongs. The SVM utilises the Statistical principle of Risk Minimization 
(SRM) to estimate the classification function [140]. Without any knowledge of the 
mapping, SVM first works on mapping the data points located in the two dimensional 





hyperplane that has the maximum margin between the two regions to be divided in this 
space, by using the dot product functions (kernels) in feature space.  
Feedforward Neural Networks 
Feedforward Neural Networks (FFNN), which can also be referred to as 
backpropagation network or multilayer perceptron (MLP), is the simplest and most 
pervasive devised form of Feedforward Artificial Neural Network architectures, which 
is adopted in widespread across a number of disciplines to solve complex linear and 
non-linear pattern recognition and function fitting problems, due to its fast computation 
time and high accuracy [141]. 
The MLP is a multilayered hierarchical architecture, which contains three functional 
kinds of layers, in which the constitutive neurons are arranged. These are: input layer, 
at least one middle neuron and one output layer, such that all the nodes of a lower layer 
are connected with all the nodes of the adjacent layer through a set of adjustable 
weights. They are trained and updated during the training phase. The middle (internal) 
neurons are organised into one or more intermediate layers. The middle layers are often 
called “hidden” because they do only receive internal inputs and produce internal 
outputs, with no connection to the external or outside sources [142]. 
At first, a real-valued input feature vector is presented to the input stage where no 
activation initiates, then traversed in a fan-out arrangement to each of the first hidden 
layer neurons through some initial synoptic weight vector, connecting the input layer 
to the first hidden layer. Thereafter, the first hidden layer computes an activation 
function of the weighted input signal and its relative weights. Afterwards, the hidden 
layer passes its activation values through to the next hidden layer, and so on until the 
output layer is reached. The output neurons, in turn, produces their activations. 
Following that, the output signals are compared to the target signal, since the overall 
goal is to approximate the true mapping between input and target. Accordingly, an error 
signal is generated and back propagated through the network, to update the network 
weights and consequently improve the network performance within the framework of 
backpropagation supervised learning technique, which attempts to minimise the overall 






It should be pointed out that the links connecting each pair of layers hold a different 
synoptic weight vector. As for the non-linear activation functions carried out by the 
hidden and output layers, MLP often incorporates the use of hyperbolic tangent 
sigmoid, log-sigmoid, pure linear function or any nonlinear transfer function for 
computation task and interconnection of several hidden neurons to link the neural 
network inputs and outputs (targets) together. In addition, multiple hidden layers of 
nonlinear activation function make MLP networks capable of approximating any 
nonlinear mapping. However, computational burden represents a substantial issue, as 
well as the overfitting phenomenon, which menaces the generalisation capabilities of 
these networks [145].  
Probabilistic Neural Networks 
Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNNs) can emerge as an attractive alternative to the 
feedforward backpropagation networks in some applications. Donald Specht firstly 
introduced and outlined the PNNs in [146]. Primarily, a PNN is a feedforward neural 
network, which is widely used in classification and pattern recognition applications 
[150]. The PNN utilises the concepts used in classical pattern recognition problems, 
where it implements the Bayesian classifier concepts. The Bayesian strategies rely on 
procedures that minimise the “expected risk” of assigning a pattern to a wrong category, 
known as misclassification [148]. PNNs are closely related to Parzen window 
probability density function estimator. Thus, a PNN can be approximated as several 
sub-networks, each of which is a Parzen window probability density function estimator 
for each of the classes. The PNN architecture is comprised of many interconnected 
processing units (neurons) organised into four successive layers that interactively 
perform the operations of a PNN. The first layer of the PNN is the input layer consisting 
of a group of fan-out units, each node in the input layer represents an element in the 
predictor vector. These junctions do not perform any computation; they simply receive 
and distribute the input to the second layer. The next layer is the pattern layer, it inserts 
a pattern unit for each training example. After the provision of the training set, there 
will be one pattern unit per training pattern stored along with its corresponding target 
value. Subsequently, when a test point is presented to the network, each pattern unit 
performs a dot product of the input pattern vector with a weight vector, and then 





pattern neurons compute the Euclidean distance of the test case from the neuron’s center 
point and then applies the radial basis function kernel function, using the sigma values, 
to the distance to compute the weight (influence) for each point. The actual target 
category of each training case is stored within each pattern neuron in the second layer; 
the weighted value coming out of a pattern neuron is fed only to the summation neuron 
that corresponds to the pattern neuron’s category, since each summation unit represents 
one category of the target variable. The summation neurons, as the name implies, add 
the values for the class they represent, they simply sum the outputs from all the pattern 
units of the relative class. Finally, the fourth layer is the decision (output) layer, which 
compares the weighted votes for each target category accumulated in the summation 
layer and uses the largest vote to predict the target category. Eventually, the class 
assigned to input vector is declared based on the output unit that has received the 
maximum output from the summation layer [146, 147, 148, 149].  
Radial Basis Function Neural Networks 
Radial Basis Function (RBF) Neural Networks were first formulated in [151]. The RBF 
network is considered as a powerful machine learning algorithm that has been used in 
a broad variety of implementations including: function approximation (non-linear 
regression), time series prediction, pattern recognition, and system control [152, 153]. 
Primarily, an RBF network has a feedforward topology of three fully connected layers: 
input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input layer holds the input vector in its 
neurons, whereas the output layer reacts in response to the input signals and 
consequently produces the corresponding pattern classes. The second layer (hidden 
layer) implements a kernel activation function, which is commonly a Gaussian (RBF) 
function. Generally speaking, in RBF networks, the movement from input layer to 
hidden layer is nonlinear (governed by the RBF activations of the hidden neurons) 
whilst, that from hidden layer to output layer is linear, therefore, the output of the RBF 
network is a linear combination of radial basis functions [154]. 
In demonstration, let us assume that ( )mxxxX ,...,,= 21 is an m -dimensional input 
vector; and ),...,,(= 21 nwwwW is an n -dimensional weight vector connecting the RBF 
middle layer to the one-unit output layer. Let ( )xgi represents the Gaussian function of 





)_(=)( iii CXgXg  where iC  is the center of i -th hidden neuron activation function, 
and ||*|| represents a distance metric measure, e.g., Euclidean norm. The radial basis 














Where iσ is the width (radius) of the i -th hidden neuron activation region. The 
activation value of the output layer is a linear combination of middle unit activation 








Where iw  is the weight vector connecting the RBF layer to the final layer. 
Discriminant Analysis 
Discriminant Analysis (DA) is a standard classification learning method that has been 
widely implemented in tasks that require feature extraction and dimension reduction 
such as face recognition, image retrieval, microarray data classification, etc [156]. 
Classical DA projects the data placed in high dimensional feature space onto a lower-
dimensional vector space such that, the ratio of the between-class distance 
(scatter/dispersion) to the within-class distance is maximised, thus achieving maximum 
discrimination [155].  
The optimal projection (transformation) can be readily computed by applying the Eigen 
decomposition on the scatter matrices. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) assumes 
that the feature variables in each of the k  classes has a normal probability density 
function, distributed with means kjj ,...,1=,µ  and equal dispersion∑ . Reduced-rank 
LDA has the ability to significantly reduce the dimensionality of the feature space by 
providing low-dimensional views of data of at most 1_k  dimensions. These views 
(discriminant directions), are then ranked such that the discriminant direction that 
separates the classes most, is the first and so forth. The discriminant directions are 
chosen to maximise the dispersion (scatter) between classes and minimise the 
dispersion within classes and are orthogonal to each other. Hence, we maximise 





Assume that the original data in A  is partitioned into k classes as { }kA ∏∏= ,...,1  
Where n  is the total number of patterns in the training set, and the number of data 
points that belongs to the k -class subgroup k∏  is equal to kn [157]. In the discriminant 
analysis, we make use of two scatter matrices to quantify the quality and usefulness of 
clusters: within class scatter matrix and between class matrix. Moreover, the total 
scatter matrix is the sum of the two latter matrices and is given by: 
 bwt SSS +=  (9) 




















The within class scatter matrix: 
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Given a training data set matrix, of n -by- m  size. Consider x  is an input pattern, of a 
number of dimensions equals d , in the vector form: ( )Tdxxx ,...,1=  where x ( )µ  is the 
total mean vector whose elements correspond to the means of the columns of x and 
( )iix µ  is the i -th class mean vector where i  denotes the number of classes, and k  is 
the total number of classes. The general classification problem strives to assign this 
input object, to one of k  classes, defined in advance. Consider a test object ix with d
dimensionality, with the vector form ( )Tidii xxx ,...,1= withdrawn from a matrix that 
contain the rows of x corresponding to class i .The classification score of  ix  is defined 
as follows: 
 
 ( ) ( ) kkkikTkii xxxcf πµµ ln2ln)( 1 −∑+−∑−= −  (13) 
k∑ is the k-class covariance matrix, kµ  is the k-class mean vector, and kπ is the k-class 



















nkk =π̂  (15) 
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(16) 
The test object is assigned to the class based on the lowest classification score. The 
latter classification form is Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) since the 
classification rule form is quadratic, the decision boundaries generated by the QDA is 
quadratic as well. In case of linear discriminant analysis, the covariance matrices for all 
classes are assumed equal, that is, a pooled covariance matrix is evaluated and 











When the constants are ignored in the classification score equation, the classification 
rule is given as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) kkipooledTkii xxxcf πµµ ln21 −−∑−= −  (18) 
When the k -class prior probability is constant, then this classification rule corresponds 
to the Mahanalobis distance. 
Learning Vector Quantisation  
Learning Vector Quantisation (LVQ) is an artificial prototype based neural network, 
which can function in a supervised fashion using the winner-takes-all Hebbian learning 
competitive learning [159]. 
Assume that iw  is the set of reference ‘codebook’ vectors (free parameter vectors) 
placed into the input feature space in order to approximate the input vectors or their 
density functions. The codebook vectors exemplify the various categories involved in 
the classification task. Usually, a sufficient number of reference vectors are used to 
represent and express each class region. Each reference vector(s) is denoted by its 





the network, the class assignment is performed by searching the codebook vector that 
has the smallest vector difference from x  (shortest distance from the input vector x ), 
based on the degree of similarity between the input vector and the reference vectors. 
Thereafter, the input vector is assigned to the class to which the closest reference vector 
iw  belongs. Let c  be the index of the closest reference vector iw  denoted by cw and 
defined as: 
 { }iwxc −= minarg  (19) 
The above equation is a nearest neighbour classification decision task. In order to fine-
tune the reference vectors and recursively update the values of these vectors over time, 
the misclassification rate must be minimised. The LVQ1 learning process provides 
these values as asymptotic optimal values of the reference vectors in the following 
learning rule. Let ( )tx  be an input sample and ( )twi represents sequences of the iw  in 
the discrete-time domain. Assume that each class involved in the pattern recognition 
problem is well defined by an optimal number of properly valued reference vectors; the 
basic process of the LVQ1 algorithm is summarised in the following equations: 
1. If x  and cw  belong to the same class zone, then learning on the current codebook 
vectors is done. The tuned codebook vector for the next time point is given by: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]twtxttwtw ccc −+=+ α1  (20) 
2. If x  and cw  belong to different class zones, then learning on the current codebook 
vectors is done and the updated codebook vector for the next time point is given 
by: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]twtxttwtw ccc −−=+ α1  (21) 
3. ( ) ( )twtw ii =+1  for ci ≠ (for the remaining codebook vectors) 
Here ( )tα is within the interval ] [1,0 , also ( )tα may be constant or decrease 
monotonically with time. The initial reference vectors are drawn from the available 
training samples. However, one must ensure that these selected training samples are 
copied as reference vectors, and are located in the same corresponding target class zone, 
that the copied reference vector represents. A novel criterion that performs k-nearest 





guess of the codebook vectors as close as possible, and obtain optimal values of the 
reference vectors [159]. 
The classification decision of both algorithms: LVQ1 and LVQ2.1 are quite similar 
except that LVQ2.1 algorithm involves searching the two nearest reference vectors to 
the input vector x , one of these vectors belongs to the true target class, and the second 
one belongs to a wrong class. LVQ2.1 learning process correspondingly adjusts the two 
nearest vectors simultaneously. Assume iw and jw are the nearest reference vectors to
x , x  and iw  fall in the same class zone, while x  and jw  belong to different classes. 
Moreover, x  must fall into a region of values called 'window', which is defined around 
the midplane of iw and jw . Assume that id  and jd  are the Euclidean distances of x






















1 ,,min   
(22) 
Where ii wxd −= , and jj wxd −=  
Assume that each class involved in a pattern recognition problem is defined by an 
optimal number of properly valued initial reference vectors, the LVQ2 algorithm is 
based on the idea of shifting the decision boundaries that separate classes towards the 
Bayes limits with attractive and repulsive forces from x [158, 159]. LVQ2.1 update 
algorithm is as follows:  
 ( ))()()()1( twxttwtw iii −−=+ α  (23) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )twxttwtw jjj −+=+ α1  (24) 
Naive Bayes Classifiers 
The Naive Bayes Classification (NBC) model is a simplified form of the Bayesian 
probability model that represents and applies the Bayesian probability knowledge frame 
with a straightforward scheme using clear semantics [163]. The NBC is a highly 
common and practical learning method for its high accuracy. In addition, the placement 





naive Bayes’ classifier [164, 165]. Consider a classification problem, with 
( )nXXX ,...,1=  being a tuple of random variables (observable features) such that each 
vector takes values from the domain iD associated with that input vector. The set of all 
possible input vectors (examples) is given by nDD ××=Ω ....1 . Let C  be an unobserved 
random class variable that takes values in the range{ }1,...,0 −m . 
A classifier learns a deterministic function { }1,...,0: −→Ω mh , which defines the 
classifier and assigns a class to any given example, according to a discriminant function. 
The Bayes classifier ( )xh* , uses a discriminant function to obtain the class posterior 
probabilities for each class ( )xfi*  1,...,0 −= mi  given an example vector x . 
 ( ) { } ( )xfxh imi 1,...,0* maxarg −∈=  (25) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )iCPiCxXPxh
i
==== |maxarg*  (26) 







Where ( )iCxXP == |  is the class-conditional probability distribution. 
Given a feature vector example, a Bayesian classifier assigns the class with the highest 
class a posterior probability (MAP) hypothesis for the given feature vector x . Direct 
calculation of the MAP for a given training example is relatively hard, especially when 
the feature space has a high dimensionality [166]. Fundamentally, training the Bayesian 
classifier is considerably simplified by further making the strong naive independence 
assumption, which states that all features in any given feature vector are mutually 
exclusive, i.e. the probability of occurrence of one attribute vector does not influence 
the probability of occurrence of any other feature. 
 ( ) ( ) ( )iCPiCxXPxh i ==== |minarg*  (28) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )iCPiCxXPxf jjjnNBi ===∏= = |1  (29) 





Fuzzy ARTMAP Neural Networks 
Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance Theory Map (Fuzzy ARTMAP) was developed by 
Carpenter et. al as a supervised predictive mapping neural network configuration to 
perform powerful supervised learning of pattern recognition as well as input-output 
multidimensional mapping [167]. Fuzzy ARTMAP is advantageous over other 
unsupervised ART-based neural networks for its high discrimination power, 
particularly when the clusters in a high dimensional space are very close to each other 
and/or extremely non-linear in shape. Suppose the training set is composed of pattern 
features (data block X ) as well as the corresponding expected categories (data block 
Y ). Each Fuzzy ARTMAP system includes two general fuzzy unsupervised ART 
modules: ARTa and ARTb, where ARTa is applied to data block X  and ARTb is 
applied to data block Y . The two modules are linked together through an associative 
learning network, named map field abF , that is designed to operate the resonance 
learning of the whole system or to open new categories on the X  block side in order 
to correct any wrong predictions on the Y  block side. Several distinct categories in the 
input space X  can be related to the same expected output category [170].  
By way of explanation, assume that the Fuzzy ARTMAP, which uses the supervised 
algorithm for the training stage, is provided with two types of input sequences, the first 
stream of input patterns, denoted as ( ){ }ia ( )Mi aaa ,...,,...,1=a  where M  is the number 
of input variables, is supplied to ARTa. Whereas ARTb receives a stream of the actual 
true classes, denoted as ( ){ }ib ( )Lk bbb ,...,,...,= 1b where L  is the number of expected 
classes.  
In the map field, the network forms associations between categories via the weight 
learning rule, and triggers a search via the Fuzzy ARTMAP match tracking rule, when 
a training set input fails to make a correct prediction. Match tracking increases the 
ARTa vigilance parameter r  in response to a prediction error at ARTb. This process 
triggers an ARTa search, which leads either to an ARTa category that correctly predicts 
b  for a , or to a previously uncommitted ARTa category node that accordingly relates 
to the expected output. Therefore, the Fuzzy ARTMAP can produce self-organised 





sufficient training. Subsequently, they can produce stable categories in response to 
arbitrary sequences of input patterns [168, 169]. 
2.9.3.5 Regression Application to Combat Noise 
In recent days, the detection and estimation of impulsive noise has been a hot topic in 
OFDM systems. In this study, the usage of four advanced ML techniques have been 
incorporated into an OFDM system in order to suppress noise (both background and 
impulsive). These noise cancellation schemes are:  
Feedforward Neural Networks 
Due to the popularity and the effectiveness of FFNN, we have advised it twice to tackle 
two different tasks (noise detection and noise elimination).  
Generalised Regression Neural Networks 
The Generalised Regression Neural Networks (GRNN) were firstly proposed by 
Donald Specht 1991 as a potent artificial neural network that is commonly used in 
function fitting (non-linear regression) applications, to represent , and characterise any 
arbitrary input-output mapping between an independent variable and one or more 
dependent variables (response variables) [171]. The GRNN is a variation of the RBF 
network since both of them relies on a standard statistical technique called kernel 
regression. In addition, the GRNN varies from the standard MLP in that the GRNN 
does not require an iterative training algorithm. Besides, one fundamental variation 
between the GRNN and the PNN, which is also a kind of RBF networks, is that the 
latter is expected to produce an output label whilst the former can produce any 
continuous value [174].  
The GRNN topology is a four-layer feedforward associative neural network made of 
four layers: an input layer followed by three computational layers: pattern, summation 
and output layers. Firstly, the input nodes in the GRNN is dependent on the input 
parameter vector dimensionality. These nodes receive the input vectors and then act as 
distribution units. They do not perform any activation, however, they scale or normalise 
the measurement variables for better performance before transmitting them to the next 





the number of training samples is not too large. However, when the training sample size 
is large enough, training patterns should be grouped into clusters and the cluster centers 
may serve as exemplars [172, 172]. This justifies why the GRNN does not need iterative 
learning e.g. backpropagation training. The stored patterns are held as weight vectors 
on the adjustable links, which fully connect the input layer to the pattern layer. When a 
new test case is provided to the network, it is subtracted from all the stored exemplars. 
In other words, the distances between the input vector and all pattern units’ weight 
vectors are computed. Thereafter, the differences between the test case and the stored 
prototypes are fed into a nonlinear transformation (radial basis) from the input space 
into the pattern space. The Gaussian function implemented by the pattern unit ip is 
formulated as: 













Where is X the feature vector, iX is the training vector stored in the neuron in the pattern 
layer, and σ  is the smoothing parameter. 
The signal induced by the pattern layer is passed onto the next layer (summation layer), 
in which two summation neurons are found. These are named as S and D, where the 
summation unit S computes the sum of the weighted activations received from the 
pattern layer, weighted by the number of observations each cluster center represents, 
and D calculates the arithmetic unweighted summation of the pattern layer responses. 
The output layer, which implements a linear activation function, merely performs a 
division operation by dividing the S summation unit output by the D summation unit 
output, which yields to the network output in response to the introduced input vector 
(an estimate of  the regression of the dependent variable on the independent variable). 
The number of the output layer neurons corresponds to the dimensionality of the output 
vector [171]. 
Because the GRNN is a one pass learning algorithm that does not require any recursive 
computations, GRNN is an extremely fast and straightforward training. It is 
advantageous for its short training time as well as its high accuracy, and robust 
performance. Therefore, GRNNs have been widely applied in a diversity of modelling, 
identification, regression, as well as control applications. One last problematic issue 





(spread constant), which determines the decision surface boundary and governs the 
network’s generalisation capability. Since no specific value of the spread constant is 
always correct in all applications, one might adjust its value experimentally to 
overcome this issue. Knowing that small values of sigma give narrow peaked surfaces 
that fit well near sample points. Larger values of sigma result in flatter and smoother 
surfaces. Good generalisation capability requires tradeoff between the two extremes 
[173].  
Trigonometric Functional Link Neural Networks 
Functional Link Neural Networks (FLNN) were invented as an alternative approach to 
multilayer feedforward neural nets [175]. The essential quality offered by the FLNN 
over the conventional multilayer backpropagation neural networks is that, it overcomes 
the intricacy associated with the latter, while still being capable of tackling hard 
classification and regression tasks. As a result, there have been several applications of 
FLNN including pattern recognition, system identification and control, functional 
approximation, and digital communications channel equalization [176]. 
Generally, the FLNN can be viewed as a flat single layer network; its topology consists 
of one single output layer in addition to the input stage. It lacks the need of hidden 
layers. However, a single layer linear in nature network would be incapable of modeling 
nonlinear mappings, and discriminating linearly inseparable decision regions. 
Therefore, the initial input patterns are functionally nonlinearly enhanced (through a 
specific functional expansion type), and converted to a new bigger, optimal and 
expanded set of features in a higher dimensional space (named as functional links), 
which in turn replaces the hidden layer and produces the final output [177]. Therefore 
the dimensionality of the FLNN is effectively increased, which, as result, leads to 
greater computational capabilities, that is, these kinds of networks are efficient in 
providing complex decision boundaries and approximating any arbitrary input-output 
mapping [177].  
Let z be a feature vector in the d dimensional input space. Each component in z  will 
be separately functionally expanded through a set of N basis functions, that is, the 
single element will be substituted by an N  expansion series where N  is the number 





supplied as input training patterns to train the single output layer to perform linear 
transformation of the net weighted input of each output node, until the network under 
investigation adequately learns the desirable targets. However, the dimensionality of 
the original attribute space should be taken into account, since expanding an originally 
high dimensional problem to further higher extent might well be computationally 
inefficient, and therefore, is not an appropriate alternative to approach. The set of 
orthogonal basis functions should be suitably adjusted to properly map the nonlinear 
relationship, trigonometric functions, Chebyshev and Legendre polynomials are 
popular types of optimal functions. [178]. In this study, we have implemented the 
trigonometric FLNN denoted as TFLNN.  
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems 
Traditional Artificial Intelligence methods are based on the application of precise, 
formal knowledge representations such as predicate two-valued logic and symbolic 
computations. Predicate logic is a two-valued logic based on traditional set theory. 
Predicates define classes of objects, and objects that satisfy a given predicate are 
members of the given class. Systems that utilise this way of computation are often 
called hard computing systems, since it relies much on the precision and exactness, and, 
rigor and certainty [181]. 
In contrast to the conventional logic, there is the commonsense inference (human 
reasoning) that relies on approximate, rather than precise and hard, computing methods. 
Soft computing systems mimic the human reasoning, perception, and real-time problem 
solving, by using the fuzzy logic rules  [180]. These systems are based on fuzzy if-then 
rules, they are able to model and approximate the commonsense fuzzy inference tasks 
better than traditional rule-based systems. Soft computing systems are often referred to 
as fuzzy expert systems. 
One advantage of fuzzy logic is that it builds a connection between natural language 
and approximate computational reasoning (computing) through fuzzy if-then rules, that 
involve the use of linguistic variable and quantifiers. Linguistic input variables are 
quantified by using certain fuzzy input membership functions. In the same way, 
linguistic quantifiers are quantified as fuzzy subsets (input membership degree values), 





quantifiers are mapped through fuzzy output membership functions, which might take 
a value within the range of [ ]1,0 . The fuzzy expert system functions in three basic steps: 
 Fuzzification: converting crisp input variable values to fuzzy set values (input 
membership grades). 
 Rule evaluation. 
 Defuzzification: converting the output membership grades to crisp output values. 
U  and V  are input linguistic variables, which might take word values, X  and Y  are 
the corresponding universe of values that each input can take. Fuzzy subsets are 
quantified by using the input fuzzy membership functions. Two if-then rules based on 
a first order Sugeno fuzzy expert system. iF  is the fuzzy rule output specified within 
the fuzzy region. 
However, fuzzy inference systems lacks the capability to learn adaptively, perform 
associative memory recalls, recognise patterns, perform arbitrary input-output 
mappings, and tolerate noise and pattern distortions. The neural networks are powerful 
for having the advantages of performing the latter tasks with a certain degree of 
accuracy and certainty, when well constructed and trained. Therefore, Adaptive Neuro 
Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) were introduced by and termed by  Zadeh as soft 
computing systems, to integrate the power of the fuzzy expert inference systems and 
the adaptive learning through neural networks to speed up and facilitate learning and 
adaptation. The ANFIS merges the two algorithms together and performs the fuzzy 
Sugeno expert inference model in the framework of adaptive neural networks. The 
ANFIS models are less dependent on knowledge, as they utilise pieces of knowledge. 
However, they are extremely systematic. Assume a first order ANFIS considering two 
fuzzy if-then rules, given as: 
( ) ( ) ( )111111  then  is  and  is  If :1 Rule ryqxpfByAx ++=  
    ( ) ( ) ( )222222  then  is  and  is  If :2 Rule ryqxpfByAx ++=  
where x  and y  are the input variables (crisp values), iA  and iB  are the fuzzy sets 
(input membership grades), if are the fuzzy rules outputs, ip , iq  and ir  are the 





rules is shown in Figure 5, in which a circle denotes a fixed node, whist a square 
represents an adaptive node, associated with some set of adjustable parameters  [179]. 
 
Figure 5. ANFIS structure [181] 
The output of each adaptive node in the first layer is obtained by performing the input 
membership function on the input variable crisp value to obtain the input membership 
grade (membership function output) within the interval [ ]1,0 . The outputs of the first 
layer are represented by the two following equations: 
 ( ) 1,2i   1 == xO iAi µ  (31) 
 ( ) 4,3=  = 21 iyO iBi µ  (32) 
Where these quantities can accommodate any input fuzzy membership function, each 
ruled by as set of parameters that are adjustable during the training phase of the ANFIS. 
As is clear from the ANFIS structure, the nodes in the second layer are fixed, that is, 
they do not hold any trainable parameter. They are labelled with M , and merely 
perform straightforward multiplication. It multiplies the membership value of 1A  by 
the membership value of 1B . Likewise, the membership value of 2A  is multiplied by 
the membership value of 2B . The outputs of this layer are given by: 
 ( ) ( ) 1,2i 2 === xxwO ii BAii µµ  (33) 
The outputs of the two nodes in the second layer, correspond to the firing strengths of 





As in the second layer, the third layer nodes are also fixed, labelled with N , they 
normalise the firing strengths of the fuzzy rules, and then produce normalised firing 
strengths, as in the following formula: 
 






wwO iii  
(34) 
In the fourth layer, the nodes are adaptive; each node in this layer performs a direct 
product of the normalised rule firing strength as well as a first order polynomial (for a 
first order Sugeno model). The parameters associated with this polynomial are 
trainable. The output of this layer is represented by: 
 ( ) 2,1    4 =++== iryqxpwfwO iiiiiii  (35) 
In the fifth layer, there is only one fixed node labelled with S  on which a summation 























There are two adaptive layers embedded in this ANFIS structure, namely the first and 
the fourth layer. Concisely, the task of training the ANFIS is to adjust the set of 
parameters related to each adaptive layer, so as the ANFIS output approximates the 
target data. 
2.9.3.6 Clustering Analysis to Detect Impulsive Noise 
In many areas, automatic classification of data is desirable, and where clustering comes 
into play in many applications, such as the grouping of spatial locations, prone to earth 
quakes from seismological data, the categorisation of documents on the World Wide 
Web and the characterisation of different customer groups are based on purchasing 
behaviour [183]. Clustering is an effective unsupervised data analysis exploratory tool 
in data mining. Typically, clustering algorithms are presented with a set of feature 
vectors that are to be grouped according to some similarity notion, where subgroups, 
also known as sub-populations, clusters or divisions are identified. By way of 





cluster. The clustering algorithms do not have access to any descriptive information of 
the observations themselves (e.g., labels) as to where each of the instances should be 
placed within the partition. These induced clusters can thereafter be used to reveal the 
particularities of the underlying data distribution, and thus providing a useful basis for 
other data mining techniques for further analysis. Furthermore, clustering is categorised 
into two main classes: crisp clustering and fuzzy clustering. In crisp clustering, an input 
pattern can belong to no more than one cluster, whereas fuzzy clustering allows a data 
point to be assigned to more than one cluster, but with different membership degree 
values, which all sum up to one  [183, 184]. 
Every clustering tool treats the introduced set of observations in a unique manner. For 
example, k-means assume that the induced clusters are equally sized spheroidal 
groupings, whilst density-based spatial clustering algorithm assumes that all 
observations within same clusters are density reachable and observations withdrawn 
from different clusters are not. This chapter brings five existing clustering algorithms 
into action, which are; (1)density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise 
(2)self-organizing maps, (3)Gaussian mixture model, (4)agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering, and (5)k-means clustering. 
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise 
Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) generates 
arbitrarily shaped clusters as well as noise, which signifies outliers in this context, in 
the underlying data distribution. This algorithm is notably advantageous for density-
based outlier detection, because it identifies points that do not belong to any cluster. 
Unlike k-means clustering, the DBSCAN algorithm does not require prior knowledge 
of the number of clusters, and clusters are not necessarily spheroidal. In addition, the 
choice of a distance function between two points determines the shape of a 
neighborhood [184]. For instance, when the Manhattan distance is put into effect in a 
two-dimensional input space, the shape of the neighborhood will be rectangular.  
DBSCAN algorithm defines a density parameter such that regions that satisfy the 
density parameter condition are considered dense of data points; also, clusters are 
defined as connected to dense regions where data points are dense. Whilst, regions that 





subsequently, the data points within these regions, are regarded as noise [184, 185]. By 
way of clarification, suppose that N  observations are given, the DBSCAN, algorithm 
induces a flat partition of the input into a number of arbitrarily shaped non-empty 
clusters and a set of noise points. The density condition is specified by selecting the 
minimum number of points (minpts) in a spherical neighborhood of radius ε (epsilon). 
There are two types of points within a cluster, points inside the cluster, which 
successfully fulfill the density threshold parameter (core points), and points on the 
boundary of the region, defining the cluster (border points), which does not satisfy the 
density condition, since their epsilon neighborhood comprises of less points than the 
minimum number of neighboring points. Maximal sets of core points and surrounding 
boundary points define clusters in the DBSCAN algorithm. This algorithm proceeds as 
elaborated in the next paragraph. 
For a given set of observations, the first unlabeled observation is selected as the current 
point, and its label is initialised to the first cluster label (say current cluster C equals to 
1). Check if the selected point has at least the minimum number of neighbors in its 
epsilon neighborhood. If not, label the current point as a noise point (or an outlier) and, 
alternatively, select the second unlabeled data point, and check the condition. However, 
if the current point has successfully satisfied the condition, then label it as a core point 
belonging to cluster C, and iterate over each neighbor within the current point’s epsilon 
neighborhood. One has to investigate and inspect each neighbor separately, continue 
until no new neighbors are found that can be labeled as belonging to the current cluster 
C. Likewise, draw the next unlabeled point in the data set as the current point, and 
increase the current cluster count by one. Then repeat the same outlined steps done on 
the first selected point, until all points become labeled and no new objects remained 
untaken from the set of observations. It should be noted that DBSCAN algorithm could 
reassign noise points to clusters, if the noise points later satisfy the constraints set. This 
process of reassigning points happens for border points of a cluster [185, 186]. 
To sum up, the core idea behind this algorithm is the realisation that the density of a 
data point within a cluster is higher than that of outside the cluster. Furthermore, the 





Self-Organising Maps  
A self-organising map (SOM, Kohonen's map) is a competitive unsupervised artificial 
neural network, which is capable of adaptively learning from the external environment 
without the aid of a teacher [188]. Therefore, the SOM is a powerful data analysis and 
data visualisation kit that has been widely and successfully implemented in 
applications, where very large and/or complex data sets are at hand, such as process 
monitoring and visualisation, exploratory data analysis and simulation of brain-like 
feature maps [189].  
The SOM consists of a number of map units geometrically arranged in a regular, two-
dimensional grid (it can also be a higher dimensional lattice or even a one-dimensional 
row). Typically, each unit in the topological grid is represented by a prototype vector 
(weight vector), where these vectors are initially selected at random from the input 
space, hence their dimension is equal to the original input vector dimension. The degree 
of accuracy as well as the generalisation capability of the SOM is highly determined by 
the number of map units. In addition, SOM networks assume that nearby data points in 
the input space are mapped onto adjacent (neighboring) map units, such that each unit 
is connected to its adjacent units by a predefined neighborhood relationship criterion 
[190]. Thus, the SOM can be interpreted as  an unsupervised network that maps input 
vectors from an input space with any dimension onto a two-dimensional grid of map 
units, using a set of maximally representative prototype vectors of the original 
measurement vectors. 
The SOM is trained over a number of iterations. At each training iteration, a 
measurement vector is randomly selected from the data set, and then connected with 
each neuron in the lattice through adaptable weights. Thereafter, the map units compete 
to obtain the closest prototype vector to the input pattern, which is regarded as the best 
matching unit (BMU) and is given by: 
 { }i
i
b mxmx _min=_  (37) 
Where x  is the sample vector, b is the index of the BMU and bm is the weight vector 





The BMU is obtained by distances computation (based on a specified distance function) 
between the selected input and all the prototype vectors. Accordingly, the winning unit 
responds maximally and forces all other units to zero output [190].  
Following that, the BMU and its topological neighbors are updated by shifting them in 
direction of the input vector in question (excitation) whereas the weights associated 
with other non-neighboring units are inhibited. It is clear that, not only the winning unit 
is influenced by the learning experience but also all the map units in its neighborhood. 
In other words, the learning process is carried out where neighboring neurons align their 
weight in the same orientation as the input pattern, while units that are more distant 
have their weights lined up in opposite directions. The update rule by which the 
prototype vector of each unit i  is adapted: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]tmxthttmtm ibiii _+=1+ α  (38) 
Where t  is the time sample, ( )tα  is the adaptation coefficient and ( )thbi is the 
neighborhood kernel centered on the BMU. 
 












Where br  and ir are the positions of neurons b and i  and respectively on the SOM grid. 
Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering  
Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) offers a flexible, non-parametric 
approach. A dendrogram is a structure that expresses the final hierarchical clustering 
solution such that breaking the dendrogram representation at a specific selected link 
generates clusters of desired cardinally or radius [191]. To build a hierarchical 
clustering tree, at first, one has to initially assign each input vector to its own cluster, 
then all the cluster-to-cluster distances (also known as interobject dissimilarities) 
should be calculated by using a specific distance measure and linkage method. 
Following that, the closest pair of clusters should be merged together via a linkage to 
form one cluster, then the between-clusters dissimilarities should be redefined between 
the new cluster and other objects (whereas all other interobject dissimilarities remain 





iteratively until one big cluster is formed to contain all the observations at hand. 
Obviously, this algorithm does not require realising the number of clusters among the 
underlying data distribution in advance [192, 193]. 
In order to determine how the distance between two clusters is to be calculated using a 
specified distance metric, linkage methods are often utilised, and are categorised into 
two subgroups: graph methods and geometric methods. Graph methods calculate 
between-clusters distances using the graph of points in the two clusters. For instance, 
single link assumes that distance between any two clusters is the minimum distance 
between two points, such that one of the points is in each of the clusters. However, 
average link represents the distance between any two clusters using the average distance 
between each pair of points such that each pair has a point in both clusters. Complete 
link assumes that the maximum distance between two points is a representative of the 
intercluster distance such that, one of the points is in each of the clusters [191, 192, 
193]. 
On the other hand, geometric methods use the center of clusters to denote the clusters 
themselves; however, these algorithms vary in the way, by which the cluster center is 
computed. For instance, the centroid method computes the centroid of the bunch of 
points within the cluster. Another example of the geometric methods is the median 
algorithm, in which the center of the formed cluster is the unweighted average of the 
centers of the two clusters agglomerated to form it [194].  
Despite being useful in the interpretation of the data structure, the dendrogram is 
incapable of providing a single distinctive clustering since cutting off the cluster tree at 
different certain levels (links) can lead to different partitionings. The most typical 
solution can be obtained by cutting the dendrogram, where there is a large distance 
between two merged clusters. Unfortunately, this ignores the fact that the within-cluster 
distance may be different for different clusters [194, 193]. 
Gaussian Mixture Model  
Mixture based models are a fundamental basis for the area of cluster analysis. However, 
in this context, we are mainly concerned with multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model 





widely adopted in practice in many fields including biology, astronomy and 
manufacturing [195]. 
This clustering algorithm assumes that every cluster is mathematically denoted by a 
Gaussian parametrised distribution (Gaussian component), and consequently, the 
observations are assumed to be independently sampled from a finite set of Gaussian 
probability densities, which are integrated together in a linear superposition, where each 
component in the output layer corresponds to a cluster within the dataset. The optimal 
relevant parameters that govern the behaviour of the Gaussian distributions are 
estimated by using the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm (also known as 
maximum likelihood approach) and data points are assigned to different clusters based 
on the maximum expected probability among the different probability Gaussian 
distributions [196]. In particular, a given input vector is assigned to a cluster that is 
associated with the parameter, such that the conditional probability of this vector given 
this parameter value is the maximum.  
By way of clarification, suppose that K  Gaussian component densities are used to 
represent the whole set of data, where each component is combined with a weight 





iα , these quantities can also be 
interpreted as the components’ prior probabilities associated with neurons in the output 
layer. In addition, ( )KK θθαα ,...,,,...,= 11Θ  refers to the overall set of controlling 
parameters. The following expression denotes the posterior probability density of a 
given feature vector x  parametrised by a particular set of parameters Θ : 
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(40) 
Let ( )mxxX ,...,= 1 , be the set of input feature vectors, we wish to estimate the optimal 
set of parameters Θ , such that the conditional posterior probability ( )ΘXp  is 







k-means clustering (MacQueen, 1967) is a well-known and widely implemented data 
partitioning approach, which automatically splits a given set of observations into k
subgroups, by iterating over a particular number of iterations [199]. This algorithm 
proceeds by randomly setting the initial locations of cluster centers and then iteratively 
refining them until cluster assignments do not change or when the number of iterations 
is realised. 
The k-means clustering paradigm can be executed as follows: firstly, each instance 
within the dataset is assigned to the cluster in which the distance between this instance 
and the corresponding cluster centroid is the shortest according to some predefined 
distance notion. Thereafter, each cluster center should be updated by recalculating the 
mean of the new contributing objects. The k-means clustering algorithm is said to 
converge, when it cannot possibly make any new object reassignments. The 
initialization process in which cluster centers are initially selected, is critical to the 
algorithm’s ability to converge, required running time as well as the quality of the final 
solution. Cluster centers can be directly determined by the random selection from the 
set of input patterns. However, different initialisation methods were put into effect and 
studied in order to improve the algorithm’s quality and ensure fast convergence to the 
optimal clusters. K-means++ algorithm was suggested overcome the issue of centroid 
seeds initialisation, and hence improve the running time, while at the same time 
enhancing the quality and optimality of the final reached solution [200]. 
By way of clarification, k-means can be viewed as a two-phase algorithm that 
minimises the total sum of point-to-centroid distances, computed over all k clusters. The 
two alternate phases involved in this algorithm can be summarised as: the first phase 
(known as batch phase) assigns all data points at once to their closest randomly 
initialised cluster centers (in other words, with shortest observation-to-cluster distance), 
followed by adjusting the initial selection of these centroids locations. This phase is not 
guaranteed to converge to an optimal solution (local minimum). As doing all the 
reassignments altogether does not ensure that the total sum of observation-to-cluster 
distances is minimised [201]. One good merit about this phase is that it is time efficient. 





the next phase in order to be enhanced. Thus, the batch phase is of good benefit since 
it offers a good starting point for the next phase and assists it to converge faster. 
The second phase is regarded as ‘online updates phase’, where each individual point is 
separately assigned to the nearest cluster, if this reassignment reduces the total sum of 
point-to-cluster distances, following that is the recalculation of the cluster centers. Each 
iteration involves a complete pass through all the points, where each point has to be 
reassigned separately, if and only if this assignment can be effectively implemented. 
The online updates phase is ensured to come to an optimal solution (local minimum) at 
which, the total sum of distances is sufficiently low, however, a global minimum where 
the total sum of distances is an absolute minimum solution is not guaranteed [202]. 
As for the determination of the compatible distance measure, it is conventional to use 
Euclidean distance metric for numeric features, whereas hamming distance is usually 
computed for symbolic features. Concerning the convenient choice of k , it is 
noteworthy that the k-means clustering methodology requires prior knowledge of the 
underlying feature space, in order to determine the proper and adequate number of 
needed clusters in advance. Furthermore, the k clusters (induced by k-means algorithm) 
should necessarily be hyper-ellipsoidal and with identical sizes [199]. 
2.10  Other noise Mitigation Techniques  
 
2.10.1 Recursive Least Squares Filter  
The RLS filter is quite similar to the Wiener filter; both of which are sample-adaptive, 
time-update filters. They converge to the same optimal filter coefficients in case of 
stationary signal. However, in case of non-stationary signals, the RLS filter is capable 
of better tracking the time variations of the process [182]. The RLS filter converges to 
the optimal filter state in a relatively fast manner. The adaptation process begins with 
an initial filter state vector consisting of P coefficients. The filter state (filter 
coefficients) are updated and adapted recursively using a sequence of the input desired 
signals introduced to the filter on a sample-by-sample basis. For each iteration (at which 
the current sample time is denoted as m ), three inputs are supplied to the filter: the filter 





( ) ( ) ( ) ( )],...,,[ 110 mwmwmwmw PT −= . The output of the RLS filter is an estimate of the 
target-desired signal. The filter output is given by the following equation: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )mymwmx T=ˆ  (41) 
The difference between the actual desired signal and the estimated desired signal at an 
iteration is the filter error signal that is useful in adjusting the filter state at the next 
iteration: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )mxmxme ˆ−=  (42) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mymwmxme T−=  (43) 
As the filter name implies, the minimisation of the filter error signal through the 
adaptation process is based on the criterion of minimising the mean squared error signal 
defined as: 
 ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]( )22 mymwmxmeE T−=  (44) 
2.10.2 Least Mean Square Filter 
Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptive filter, is an easy, simple and computationally 
inexpensive implementation of the stochastic steepest descent algorithm, which is a 
gradient based search methodology that employs the instantaneous estimate of the 
gradient of the squared averaged error function, and iterates each tap weight in the filter 
in the direction of the gradient, in order to obtain the optimal filter tap weights that 
correspond to the minimum error function performance [182].  
The LMS filter uses the second derivative of the squared error signal (where the error 
signal is computed as the difference between the filter output and the desired output) 
with respect to each tap weight of the filter, and iterates this gradient for each tap weight 
[182]. 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mymwmxme T−=  (46) 
The instantaneous gradient of the error function can be reformulated as: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]mymwmxmy T−−= 2  (48) 
 ( ) ( )memy2−=  (49) 
It is obvious from the LMS filter update equation that the LMS filters are advantageous 
because of their computational simplicity and low memory requirement. Instead, the 
normalised LMS employs the criterion of reducing the Euclidean distance norm of 
incremental change in the subsequent updates of filter coefficients. 
Recursive adaptation algorithm might be executed in order to generate an energy 
normalised version of the classical LMS filter named as normalised LMS (NLMS) 
filters, which can be implemented by following the below update rule: 
 ( ) ( )
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 Where µ is the adaptation step size control parameter, the summation part represents 
the input signal energy, whereas is a small positive constant that is installed in order to 
prevent the denominator of the equation from getting to zero when the input signal 
( )my  is zero. 
2.10.3 Clipping Nonlinearity 
Clipping is a conventional deterministic noise filtering method. It is a simple and 
straightforward scheme; hence, it is widely employed in practical denoising 
applications in which, conventional OFDM demodulator is preceded with a limiting 
nonlinearity. It involves the installation of a clipping circuit at the front of the OFDM 
receiving end before the FFT demodulation phase [203]. Clipping algorithm, which is 
applied on the OFDM received messages, sets a predetermined threshold, which is the 





the received signal is considered as a noise-containing impaired signal, and therefore 
trimmed to the threshold value, assuming that the extra energy represents mere noise. 
It is worth mentioning that the clipping algorithm does not influence the signal phase, 
thus, the signal phase remains constant in either situations [204].   
The decision of the clipping threshold should be wisely made after a plenty of trials, 
until a value in the proximity of the true optimum value is reached. If the clipping 
threshold is relatively small, most of the received signals would  be clipped, meaning 
that some non-noisy signals would be affected and trimmed, and a portion of the useful 
information carried by them would be lost. This practice would result in poor BER 
performance due to the increase of the number of bit errors. In contrast, if the clipping 
threshold is set to be relatively high, then the clipping would be ineffective in the 
elimination of noise and would tolerate noise, which would introduce many bit errors 
as well as degrade the BER performance significantly. Therefore, the analyst should 
retain a sufficient knowledge of the signals nature (and amplitude ranges), as well as 
the underlying noise behavior, in order to determine a proper threshold so that the 
clipping method is performed effectively. The clipping criteria is given as:  
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where cT  is the clipping threshold. ky  is the received sample after clipping have been 
used to remove the high-amplitude impulsive noise from the corrupt signal. The corrupt 
signal is expressed as: 
 ( ) clippingawgnimpulsewantedclippingcorruptk krkrkrrkr ηη +++=+=  (52) 
where k  is a non-linear constant, wantedr  is the desired (modulated) message, impulser  is 
the impulsive noise signal, awgnr  is the additive white Gaussian noise, and clippingη  is the 
noise associated with clipping. 
2.11 Summary 
 
The focus of this chapter is on the existing available literature on PLC, noise, OFDM, 
AI, ANNs and ML. Firstly, PLC, which is the studied transmission medium, was 





amongst the PLC shortcomings. Next, OFDM was amply researched in order to better 
understand the encoding scheme implemented within the PLC harsh environment. 
Then, the notions of AI, ANNs and ML were brought about as well as their general 
applications. Furthermore, a full description was provided on of the particular 
implementations of ML and their associated mechanisms that were put forward and 
examined in this work for the purpose of identifying and eliminating noise (both 
background and impulsive). Last but not least, a collection of classical noise-alleviation 










Noise Detection using Machine Learning Techniques 
 
3.1  Introduction 
 
The previous chapters have introduced and characterised the study problem under 
investigation and reviewed the relevant definitions, demonstrations and explanations in 
light of literature, to qualify readers with adequate theoretical grasp and realisation of 






This chapter contributes by introducing the powerful and innovative usage of particular 
ML methods for the revealing and detection of noise (both impulsive and background) 
mixed with received messages in OFDM modulated PLC channels, to boost the quality 
and intelligibility of delivered signals. The AI approaches that are considered and 
employed in the purpose of classifying the received signals are: (1)multiclass support 
vector machine, (2)multilayer perceptron, (3)probabilistic neural network, (4)radial 
basis function neural network, (5)discriminant analysis, (6)learning vector quantisation, 
(7)Naive Bayes Classifier and (8)fuzzy adaptive resonance theory maps. Furthermore, 
this chapter considers the evaluation and assessment of the suggested algorithms, with 
regard to two aspects: learning speed and classification accuracy to specify the optimum 
classifier and achieve robustness in the investigated pattern recognition task. Firstly, 
we will demonstrate the experimental implementation setup in Section 3.2 that covers 
how the PLC network model was constructed. Thereafter, in Section 3.3 we will display 
the performance results of the classifiers trained on the features of the PLC received 
signals. Finally, Section 3.4 will provide a discussion and a comparative study of the 
obtained performance results in light of the previous literature. 
3.2  System Modelling and Description 
 
As pointed above, this chapter intends to examine the efficacy and effectiveness of a 
number of ML tools in the identification of noise (both impulsive and background), that 
manifests in PLC channels (where the OFDM modulation technology is implemented 
at the transmitter and the receiver of the PLC network), and cause the received signals 
arriving at the OFDM receiving end, to be contaminated, and as a consequence, the 
information that these signals hold to be disfigured or at worst case lost. Therefore, this 
chapter proposes eight AI techniques. All the proposed and investigated methods are 
evaluated and compared, to make the appropriate decision on the the most efficient and 
adequate scheme for our goal. 
To investigate the performance and effectiveness of the considered techniques for noise 
mitigation task in an OFDM power line communication system, a complete PLC 
network was simulated using MATLAB software (shown in Figure 6) in order to 
conduct experiments. For that, a message xT  comprising of a sequence of bits, 
represented as binary digits of 0s and 1s, were randomly produced. The transmitted 





(BPSK) modulation scheme and switched from a frequency-domain signal to a time-
domain signal using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) block of length 256 as modr  
signal expressed in time-domain format. Thereafter, the time-domain BPSK modulated 
clean signal was, communicated through channel, where additive white Gaussian noise 
awgnr  was merged with it. Knowing that the background noise might manifest in three 
different categories: Rayleigh, Rician and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the 
latter was utilised to model the effect of the overall background noise. The random 
impulse noise impulser  was incorporated with the modulated signal modr to form the 
corrupt signal xr , such that impulseawgnx rrrr ++= mod . The background and impulsive 
noises were modelled according to normal type Probability Density Functions (PDF), 
whilst the random occurrence of impulsive noise followed a binomial PDF where 100 
being the variance, whilst 0.1 is the probability of impulsive noise being sparked at a 
specific time point, which results in a relatively harsh transmission medium. The 
corrupt signal xr  was then communicated through one of the proposed error correcting 
schemes, to exclude noise (both background and impulsive) that manifests in the 
received signals in the OFDM power line communication channel. The corrected signal 
was then passed through FFT mechanism, which reverses the action of IFFT, and then 
demodulated by using the same scheme (BPSK) and ultimately delivered at the OFDM 
receiving end in the form xR . It should be denoted that the correctness and reliability of 
the considered algorithms was studied in a particular range of SNR values, from 0 dB 
to 40 dB. 
 
Figure 6. PLC  system block diagram with ANN noise detector 
Classification problems are usually trained in a supervised fashion, where a training 





fed to the network during the training phase. After an effective learning phase, and a 
sufficient number of training epochs, the trained network should be capable of 
approximating the mapping rule between input vectors and their corresponding classes, 
to predict the correct labels for unseen data with a high degree of generalisation. 
In our design, there are 5,000 input vector/target vector pairs available in the training 
set. On one hand, each training pattern in the training set represents a two-dimensional 
feature vector locating in the x-y feature plane, and contains two continuous in nature 
components which indicate the real part as well as the imaginary part of the complex 
amplitude of the noisy received signal. On the other hand, each target vector represents 
the class to which each input vector belongs. 
The ultimate goal of a classification learner is to partition the feature space into regions, 
each region correspond to a class (category). For that, it becomes necessary to define 
the underlying classes involved in our classification problem design. The delivered 
signals in our PLC model can belong to one of three classes named as A, B, and C, 
where these classes were defined and adjusted based on the received signals amplitudes. 
For the sake of clarity, Table 1 presents the three classes (A, B, and C) and their absolute 
amplitude ranges. It can be obtained that the received signal comprising of the 
modulated (transmitted) signal was denoted as modr and may exhibit an amplitude 
between 0 and 1.1± , while the received signal polluted by the background Additive 
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is denoted as awgnrr +mod , and often displays an 
amplitude slightly higher or lesser than the original amplitude of the non-noisy signal. 
Usually, this amplitude ranges between 1.1± and 2.2± , whereas a received signal mixed 
with both impulsive noise and AWGN is denoted as impulseawgn rrr ++mod  shows an 
amplitude greater than 2.2± . 
Table 1. Classification of signals based on their amplitudes 
Class Threshold components Numerical threshold value 
A Modulated signal: modr  1.1≤y   
B Modulated signal: modr  + AWGN: awgnr  2.21.1  y   
C Modulated signal: modr  + AWGN: awgnr  + impulse noise: 
impulser  
2.2≥y   
 
However, it is worth mentioning that our target is supposed to be a three dimensional 
vector, since all the studied classifiers only recognise categorical values of zeros and 





use of three binary digits as shown in Table 2, where every 1 represents the respective 
class entry and 0 represents an invalid class entry. For example, the received signal -
0.1055+j0.7588 categorized as class A (modulated signal only) is represented as 100. 
Similarly, a received signal 1.2594+j0.2004 categorised as class B (modulated signal 
mixed with AWGN) is denoted as 010 and so on. Since one of these elements is 1 and 
the rest are 0, each input vector will be allocated to only one class.  
Table 2. Classification learning conversion example  
Received signal Real 
component 
Imaginary component Class Class A Class B Class C 
-0.1055+j0.7588 -0.1055 0.7588 A 1 0 0 
1.2594+j0.2004 1.2594 0.2004 B 0 1 0 
19.3267+j35.9021 19.3267 35.9021 C 0 0 1 
 
In order to get an insight into the underlying training dataset, Figure 7 presents the data 
distribution of the 5,000 received samples and their respective classes based on their 
numerical threshold values such that class A, class B and class C proportions relative 
to the total number of messages are 0.5556, 0.3206 and 0.1233 respectively.  
 
Figure 7. Data distribution for the 5,000 received samples and their respective classes  
3.3  Performance Assessment Criterion 
 
In order to properly evaluate and contrast the investigated classification learners, an 
effective and efficient criterion should be approached. The primary approach for 
quantifying the effectiveness, correctness and robustness of a classifier and deciding on 
its usefulness is the true classification rate, that is, the percentage of training (recall) 
examples correctly classified from a given training data set or the percentage of testing 
(generalisation) examples correctly classified from a given testing data set. The true 
classification rate is sometimes called true prediction accuracy. Alternatively, one 
might harness an equivalent quantity, which is misclassification rate (also referred to 
as false prediction performance) and is given by the formula:





and generalisation of a particular classifier by answering the question of how often the 
classifier is accurate and capable of generalising in the presence of new data points. A 
second assessment tool is confusion matrix, which is a table that is often used 
to describe the performance of a classification model (classifier) on a set of test data for 
which the actual target values are known, where one can directly obtain the values of 
the overall true classification rate or analogously the overall false prediction rate for 
each class, and for the whole classification model. Another useful method in gauging a 
classifier performance is receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). An ROC curve 
can be defined as a graph showing the performance of a classification model at all 
classification thresholds. It shows the tradeoff between two statistical measures: 
sensitivity and specificity, where sensitivity (true positive rate) measures the proportion 
of actual positives that were correctly identified as such, and specificity (false negative 
rate) measures the proportion of actual negatives that were correctly identified as such. 
The ROC curve plots these two parameters one versus another on a wide range of 
classification thresholds. Lowering the classification threshold classifies more items as 
positives, thus increasing both false positive rate and true positive rate, however, 
decreasing the total number of negatives whether true or false negatives. Likewise, 
when the classification threshold is increased, more samples are classified as belonging 
to the negative class relative to the number of samples assigned to the positive one. 
ROC curve provides quick interpretation of the relationship between these two 
desirable but incompatible features (sensitivity and specificity). Additionally, the area 
under the ROC curve (AUC) is also an efficient algorithm that can provide quick 
information regarding the ROC curve to which it relates, as it measures the overall two-
dimensional area underneath the ROC curve, so that one can easily interpret the ROC 
curve and judge its accuracy and precision. AUC provides an aggregate measure of 
performance across all possible classification thresholds. One way of interpreting AUC, 
is as the probability that the model ranks a random positive example more highly than 
a random negative example. AUC ranges in value from 0 to 1. A model, whose 
predictions are 100% wrong, has an AUC of 0.0; while on the other hand a model whose 
predictions are all correct, has an AUC of 1.0. 45-degree cutoff represents a random 
classifier 
A fourth tool for estimating the quality of a classifier is the Mean Squared Error 





that measures the average squared differences between the actual values and the 
predicted ones. At the end of the utilised error measures list, is the Cross Entropy 
measure, abbreviated as CE (or log loss), which is an essential error measure that was 
investigated and put into action to compare the proposed alternatives. It is a significant 
machine learning loss function, as it measures the performance quality of a 
classification model whose output is a probability value between 0 and 1. CE error 
increases as the output predicted probability of a classifier splays from the actual label. 
In light of information theory, CE can be defined as the average number of bits needed 
to represent an event coming from a source true distribution (true label), when we use 
a prediction model (predicted label). 
3.4  Experimental Results and Analysis 
3.4.1 Multiclass SVM 
Due to the limitation of SVMs to binary classification problems, there have been a 
demanding need to extend SVM binary classifiers to enable them to be proposed in 
multiclass pattern recognition tasks. Expanding an SVM implies combining several 
SVM classifiers of the same characteristics into one multiclass classifier. In this work, 
we integrated SVM binary classification learners using the multiclass-classifier-output 
code (ECOC) approach, adopted from the digital communication theory [137-139]. In 
the ECOC approach, up to 2(n-1)-1 (where n  is the number of classes) SVMs are trained, 
each of them aimed at separating a different combination of classes. For three classes 
(A, B, and C) and by applying the previous equation, we need three classifiers; one 
SVM classifies A from B and C, a second SVM classifies B from A and C, and a third 
SVM classifies C from A and B. While each single SVM classifier is being trained, it 
strives to find optimal decision boundaries, which is equivalent to solving a linearly 
constrained Quadratic Programming (QP) problem in which the number of variables 
equals to the number of data points. Ultimately, the ECOC result for an unseen test case 
is a combination of targets of all the multiple separate SVMs. SVMs were trained on 
5,000 data points to classify the 3 states that a received signal might pose. The sample 
size was limited to this value because of the restriction that SVMs suffer from, which 
is the limited storage memory. The parameters of the considered types of support vector 
machines (linear, quadratic, cubic, fine Gaussian, medium-Gaussian, and coarse-





trained to solve our multi-classification problem of the PLC received signals are shown 
in Figure 8, such that the support vectors that were employed to discriminate between 
data points are denoted by circles, and the data points (such that the amplitudes’ real 
parts locate on the x-axis, whist the amplitudes’ imaginary parts on the y-axis) are 
plotted as dots, the colour of the dot indicates the data point perspective class. It can be 
clearly observed that the blue dots characterise severely noisy signals (class C), the 
green dots point to moderately noisy signal (class B), and the red points correspond to 
pure signals (class A).  
Table 3. Support vector machine techniques considered for noise classification  
SVM technique Kernel type Kernel scale Multiclass method 
Linear SVM Linear Automatic One vs One 
Quadratic SVM Quadratic Automatic One vs One 
Cubic SVM Cubic Automatic One vs One 
Fine-Gaussian SVM Gaussian 0.35 One vs One 
Medium-Gaussian SVM Gaussian 1.40 One vs One 
Coarse-Gaussian SVM Gaussian 5.70 One vs One 
 
Figure 8. SVMs combination for the multi-classification problem 
Table 4 represents a summary of training results of true prediction percentage and 
classification error (MSE) for each SVM in accordance with the kernel function, and 
the kernel scale for the last three rows of the table. It is clear that the fine Gaussian 
SVM outperforms the rest of SVMs. In addition, it can be obviously noticed that the 
linear SVM classifier learners perform poorly in comparison with the other SVMs. It is 
worth mentioning that there were no significant difference in the training time of the 
different SVMs. 
Table 4. Summary of classification performance results for each multiclass SVM 





Linear SVM 61.9 0.3810 
Quadratic SVM 95.8 0.0420 
Cubic SVM 96.2 0.0378 
Fine-Gaussian SVM 96.4 0.0358 
Medium-Gaussian SVM 95.9 0.0412 
Coarse-Gaussian SVM 91.1 0.0888 
 
Figure 9 shows the confusion matrix after training and fusing three Gaussian SVMs 
together, each with kernel scale equals to 0.35 (fine Gaussian). From this Figure, the 
green-diagonal cells show the correctly classified data points. For instance, looking at 
the overall confusion matrix, it can be observed that 3,085 out of 2,778 Class A cases 
were successfully classified as class A and with an overall accuracy of 61.7%. While, 
1,245 of 1,603 Class B samples were successfully classified as class B, and with an 
overall prediction accuracy of 24.9%. As for Class C, 491 out of 619 instances were 
successfully classified as class C, and with an overall prediction accuracy of 9.8%. 
Combining the three classes, records a true prediction accuracy performance of 96.4% 
and a false prediction performance of 3.6%. That is, an overall of 4,821 of 5,000 
samples were correctly assigned to their true classes, while on the other hand 179 of 
5,000 samples were falsely classified. Figure 10 is the multi-class SVM receiver 
operating characteristic graph, which plotted to reflect the trade-off between sensitivity 
and specificity. It is noticed that Class A ROC curve is just on the top left corner 
indicating better classification performance than Class B and Class C respectively, 
judging from the fact that the closer the ROC curve comes to the 45-degree diagonal of 
the ROC space, the less accurate the classification. This conclusion can be supported 
by the numerical values of the areas under the Class A, B and C curves, which are 
0.9979, 0.9741 and 0.8757 respectively. For sake of comparison, it should be added 
that the MSE and CE measures are 0.0358 and 0.4301 respectively. 
Right after the training phase, the trained multi-class SVM classifier was tested on 
novel never introduced data points. With regard to the testing findings, displayed in 
Figure 11 is the confusion matrix graphical results in which, one can deduce that the 
realised prediction accuracy and the overall number of misclassified test patterns are 
95.8% and 21 respectively. Besides, by observing Figure 12, one can obtain that the 
areas under the ROC curves for the three classes are 0.9958, 0.9666 and 0.8665 







Figure 9. SVM training confusion matrix 
 






Figure 11. SVM testing confusion matrix   
 
Figure 12. SVM testing ROC graph  
3.4.2 FFNN 
Figure 13 illustrates the topological structure of the employed pattern recognition MLP. 
It is observable that the investigated MLP comprises of a two-neuron input layer 
followed by a 20-neuron hidden layer and a 3-neuron final layer. It should be added 
that the choice of the number of hidden neurons was made in order to reasonably fulfill 
high performance without negatively impacting the generalisation ability of the ANN 





activation function, besides, the last layer takes advantage of the softmax transfer 
function in the output layer, which is a common competitive learning-based layer.  
 
Figure 13. Pattern recognition MLP structure using a softmax activation output layer 
As for the implemented learning functions, a comparison between different learning 
functions (backpropagation function) was conducted based on the MLP network’s 
output true classification rate. Table 5 summarises the comparative results.  
 
Table 5. Summary of classification accuracy for each learning algorithm 
Backpropagation function True classification rate (%) 
Levenberg-Marquardt 100 
BFGS Quasi-Newton 99.8 
Resilient backpropagation 71.8 
Scaled conjugate gradient 70.3 
conjugate gradient with Powell/Beale restarts 71.8 
Fletcher-Powell conjugate gradient 70.8 
Robak Rebiere scaled conjugate 71.4 
One step secant 71.3 
Variable learning rate backpropagation 69.8 
 
As deduced from the table, Levenberg-Marquardt is the most accurate learning function 
among the investigated ones, as it has scored true classification accuracy of 100%. 
Following the Levenberg-Marquardt is the BFGS Quasi-Newton. However, the 
remaining training functions manifest equivalently weak classification performance. 
Therefore, they are inappropriate for our purpose. It is worth pointing out that the 
training time is not a considerable issue since the training dataset size is 5,000 which is 
rather small. However, increasing the sample size shall actuate proportionally long 
training duration. 
Based on this comparative study, the constructed layered perceptron was trained by 
using Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm and gradient descent with 
momentum adaptation learning function on 5,000 received signals, which were split in 





samples were allocated to train the network and simultaneously, 75 to validate it, and 
finally 750 new test cases to evaluate the trained network. It should be noted that the 
validation process takes place side by side with the training process, to measure the 
network generalisation during training and halt training, when generalisation stops 
improving, thus, the validation greatly affects training, whereas testing does not. 
However, it provides independent measure of the network performance after and during 
training.  
Figures 14 displays the multilayer perceptron confusion matrices consisting of a 
training confusion matrix, a validation confusion matrix, a testing confusion matrix and 
an overall confusion matrix. Figure 15 views the MLP receiver operating characteristic 
graph. From Figure 14, it can be summarised that the overall class-prediction accuracy 
of the pattern recognition MLP is 100%, and only two samples were incorrectly 
assorted out of the overall input set (whether during training, validation or testing). As 
for the subsequent graph, the ROC curve for each class coincides with one on another, 
and are placed just on the top left corner of the graph area, and the AUC measures for 
the three classes are all 1. For the sake of completeness, it should be added that the 
training and testing MSE measures are 0.00092 and 0.0014 respectively. On the other 
hand, the training and testing CE values are 0.0023 and 0.0026 respectively. It is worth 
mentioning that quite short training duration was demanded in order to end up training, 
validation and testing of the network under investigation, These observations together, 
ensure the powerful behaviour of MLP when implemented to tackle categorisation 
tasks. It can also be deduced that practicing the softmax activation in the output layer 







Figure 14. MLP confusion matrices graph 
 






The third classification model employed in the present chapter is the Probabilistic 
Neural Network (PNN). This network is constructed in MATLAB by replacing the 
sigmoidal activation function often used in the hidden layer of conventional 
feedforward neural networks with a radial basis (Gaussian) function that can 
approximate any nonlinear decision discriminators, which closely approach the Bayes 
optimal solution. It is observed from Figure 16 in which the PNN structure is shown, 
that the hidden size is 5,000, which is the number of patterns introduced to the PNN 
during training. PNN stores these patterns as prototypes that assist in classifying new 
patterns. The final layer is a three-neuron layer that performs softmax competitive 
activation, where each neuron in this layer represents a class. It is noteworthy that there 
is no intuitive method for selecting the optimal spread constant required to set a PNN 
with the best classification quality. Therefore, a wide range of spread constants were 
exhaustively examined via trial and error against the corresponding network’s 
performance on unseen data, and accordingly, the spread constant was assigned a value 
of 0.23. 
 
Figure 16. Probabilistic neural network architecture  
As mentioned earlier, this PNN was trained by 5,000 observations to classify 3 cases 
of a PLC received signal. This relatively small sample size (in comparison with MLP) 
is due to a restriction that any PNN (or only kernel activation based layer) imposes, 
which is the limited storage memory. In other words, the PNN has a maximum hidden 
size that could be fit in the network, knowing that the hidden size in MATLAB is 
automatically inherited from the training sample size; hence, the PNN would not accept 
a sample size beyond a specific extent. After the completeness of PNN training, there 
will be a parent PDF for each category  that has been approximated by a Parzen 
window and a non-parametric function. Then, in the testing phase, provision of new 
unseen dataset of size 500 messages is made for estimating each class membership for 





assignments. Regarding the class assignment, PNN uses the PDF of each class to obtain 
the class probability of the new provided input data, then employing the Bayes’ rule, 
the class is allocated with highest posterior probability to new input data. By this 
method, the overall misclassification rate and the probability of a single 
misclassification are guaranteed to be minimised. 
Once a PNN is created, it does not partition the dataset into training, validation and 
testing, instead it uses all the dataset for training, while no validation is performed on 
the training set. The PNN automatically and implicitly trains itself once it is created. 
One can observe the confusion matrix as well as the ROC curve for the PNN training 
phase in Figure 17 and Figure 18, where the scored classification accuracy is 98.2% 
and the area under the ROC curves for each of the three classes are 0.9862, 0.9585 and 
0.9958 respectively. In addition, it is worth noting that the MSE and CE measures are 
0.2211 and 0.0123 respectively. 
In order to evaluate the PNN testing performance following introducing new unseen 
test cases. Figure 19 displays the PNN testing confusion matrix, where the extracted 
classification accuracy is 95%, and the output number of misclassified samples is out 
of 25 test samples. Besides, it can also  also concluded by visualising the ROC curves 
behaviour in Figure 20 that class C curve is the relatively weakest performing class 
among the rest of class (this could be justified by the associated training function), that 
is the PNN classifier is less capable in recognising class C samples, as compared to the 
samples belonging to class A and class B. This can also be confirmed by the quantities 
of the areas under Class A, Class B and Class C curves that are 0.9372, 0.8897 and 
0.8052 respectively. As for the error that the PNN has committed during testing, the 






Figure 17. PNN training confusion matrix graph 
 






Figure 19. PNN testing confusion matrix graph 
 
Figure 20. PNN testing ROC graph 
3.4.4 RBF Neural Network 
The fourth classifier suggested in this study is the Radial Basis Function (RBF) 
network, which is an extremely powerful classification learner. Regarding RBF 
network configuration, a spread constant parameter value of 1.0 was used to design the 
network. It should be emphasised that the selection of the spread constant was adjusted 
via trial and error based on the network prediction accuracy on new unseen dataset of 





between PNN and RBF construction is that the RBF has a linear output layer whilst the 
PNN has a softmax competitive one. 
 
Figure 21. RBF topological structure 
As for RBF performance assessment, it must firstly pointed out that the training patterns 
are stored in the network’s internal memory and they can be directly recalled and 
retrieved. Thus, the training true classification percentage is 100% and the training 
MSE and CE measures are zero. Furthermore, the edges of the ROC curves for the three 
classes do exactly locate on the top left corner. Consequently, the training graphical 
outcomes are not provided. During the testing stage, genuinely new observations are 
fed to the trained network and a certain distance notion is utilised to quantify the degree 
of dissimilarity between each test case and the prototype patterns at hand, until the most 
similar stored pattern is met, where the similarity measure is maximal, and, in other 
words, the distance is almost zero. Subsequently, the stored corresponding target class 
is recalled, leading to zero induced prediction error for the introduced test case. This 
looks attractive; however, it might lead to the phenomena of overfitting, when the 
network performs very well on the training set but very poorly on new sets, implying 
that it is unable to generalise its knowledge of training patterns to classify new patterns. 
Therefore, one should be cautious in adjusting the network’s hyper-parameters.  
Moving to the testing stage results, the MSE and CE quantities are 0.012 and 0.2163 
respectively. Moreover, the confusion matrix as well as the ROC scheme are shown in 
Figure 22 and Figure 23, to assist in judging the RBF classification robustness. With 
regard to Figure 22, it is observable that RBF classifier has realised a prediction 
accuracy of 98.2%. Therefore, it can be said that the RBF is shown to be a quite 
powerful classification learner. In addition, it can be concluded by visualising Figure 
23 that the ROC curves are extremely close to the top left corner indicating completely 
robust classification performance, which also conform to the classes’ areas under the 






Figure 22. RBF testing confusion matrix 
 
Figure 23. RBF testing ROC graph 
3.4.5 DA 
Fifthly, we have conducted a comparison between two standard DA methods: linear 
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), relative to 
three factors: classification accuracy, prediction time and training time, in order to 
identify the most appropriate algorithm in our context. Table 6 shows the comparative 
study outcomes for each combination of specifications: DA algorithm (whether LDA 
or QDA) and confusion matrix structure whereby the DA was constructed and trained 





covariance matrix has scored the best classification accuracy of 85.2%, as well as the 
shortest training time of almost 0.977 second, whilst its prediction speed was 
considerably relatively high of 48,000 observation per second. It can also be observed 
that building a discriminant analysis classifier with a full covariance matrix notably 
decelerates the prediction process, for instance the prediction speeds of the LDA and 
QDA constructed with full covariance matrices are 7,500 and 7,300 observation per 
second respectively. In contrast, the LDA and QDA constructed with diagonal 
covariance matrices achieved greatly higher prediction speeds of 36,000 and 48,000 
observation per second respectively. Furthermore, when observing the performance of 
the QDA in comparison to that of the LDA, it can be deduced that the QDA outperforms 
the LDA with respect to the three analysed aspects: classification accuracy, prediction 
speed and training time. 
Table 6. LDA and QDA performance measures 
 Full covariance matrix Diagonal covariance matrix 












LDA 60.2 7,300 10.553 60.3 36,000 0.98457 
QDA 83.9 7,500 9.1129 85.2 48,000 0.97777 
 
By obtaining training and testing confusion matrices of the best performing 
discriminant analysis classifier (QDA built with diagonal confusion matrix) we can 
summarise, based on Figure 24 and 25 that the training and testing classification 
accuracy measures are 84.7% and 87% respectively. 
By looking at the training ROC graph in Figure 26, we can supply that the areas under 
the ROC curves of Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 are 0.8727, 0.7497, and 0.8513 
respectively. However, that of the three classes for the testing stage are 0.8191, 0.6956, 
0.8591 respectively, as shown in Figure 27. Furthermore, testing and training MSE 
measures are 0.3333 and 0.1227 respectively. In order to draw a full picture, CE 







Figure 24. Training confusion matrix of the QDA 
 






Figure 26. QDA training ROC graph 
 
Figure 27. QDA testing ROC graph 
3.4.6 LVQ 
The sixth proposed machine learning approach is the Learning Vector Quantisation 
(LVQ). LVQ neural networks consist of two layers. The first layer maps input vectors 
into clusters that are formed by the network during training using softmax activation. 
The second layer linearly groups clusters of the first layer into the classes defined by 
the target data. The number of hidden neurons determines the total number of clusters 





the first layer can learn, and the more complex mapping of input to target classes can 
be made. In this study, 10 hidden neurons were inserted in the first layer, that is, the 
input patterns were mapped into 10 cluster regions before their classes were identified. 
The neural network structural visualisation is provided in Figure 28. The class 
percentages, which were required to model the LVQ system, were drawn from the data 
distribution 0.6139 0.2562 0.1299, and the learning rate was set at 0.01. 
 
Figure 28. Learning vector quantisation network structure 
For sake of comparison, we have considered utilising and assessing LVQ1 versus its 
variant: LVQ2.1 based on their resulting true prediction rate measures. The difference 
between these two paradigms was highlighted and interpreted in Chapter two. 
As for LVQ2.1, by looking at Figures 29 and 30, the training and testing classification 
accuracy measures are 75.5% and 73.0% respectively. Furthermore, the resultant MSE 
of the training and testing stages are 0.211 and 0.1627 respectively. In addition, the 
output CE measures of the LVQ2.1 for the training and testing phases were 2.9388 and 
3.2439 respectively. Figure 31 views the training ROC graph where the areas under 
ROC curves for each class are 0.7135, 0.6557 and 0.7704 respectively, whilst, by 
observing Figure 32, the areas under the testing ROC curves are 0.7037, 0.6507 and 
0.7047 respectively. 
Figures 33 and 34 show the training and testing confusion matrices of the LVQ1. It is 
clear, by looking at the diagonal elements that the LVQ1 training and testing 
classification accuracy measures are 67.6% and 64.2% respectively. Furthermore, the 
MSE of the training and testing stages are 0.2161 and 0.2387 respectively. Moreover, 
the training and testing CE measures are 3.8951 and 4.3012 respectively. Shown in 
Figure 35 is the training ROC scheme of the LVQ1 under investigation where the areas 
under the curves of Class A, B and C are 0.5 and 0.718 respectively. Whereas, from 
Figure 36 one can observe the testing ROC scheme in which the areas under the curves 






Figure 29. LVQ2.1 training confusion matrix 
 






Figure 31. LVQ2.1 training ROC curve 
 






Figure 33. LVQ1 training confusion matrix 
 






Figure 35. LVQ1 training ROC curve 
 
Figure 36. LVQ1 testing ROC curve 
Based on the previous findings, one can deduce that LVQ2.1 performs better that 
LVQ1. However, generally speaking, LVQ algorithm does not act properly towards 
pursuing our research objective, due to its weak capability in distinguishing between 
classes, in particular, this algorithm relatively lacks the ability to identify Class B 
samples. Having intensively investigated this approach, the deficiency of this algorithm 
might be justified by the internal learning function implemented inside this algorithm 





MATLAB operating medium has no clear impact on the performances of the other 
techniques  
3.4.7 NBC 
The seventh classifier that was put into effect in this chapter is the Naive Bayes 
Classifier (NBC) which is a simplified form of the Bayesian probability model. To 
assess performance properly, different NBCs have been constructed and trained by 
assuming various probability distributions to represent and approximate the variability 
in each input variable process. Table 7 shows four alternative permutations based on 
two PDFs: normal and kernel, applied to model the two input variables. Four NBCs 
were structured according to these four options, and then the resulting performance was 
compared with respect to four features: training accuracy, training MSE, testing 
accuracy and testing MSE. It is noted from the Table 7 that the NBC trained using two 
kernel PDFs has shown the best performance with 95.2% training accuracy, 0.048 
training MSE, 95.8% testing accuracy and 0.042 testing MSE. Likewise and for further 
investigation, four kernel NBCs have been trained using four different kernel functions 
(kernel smoother type): normal, box, triangle and epanechnikov, where each smoother 
kernel type sets a different kernel smoothing density region. It is clear from Table 8 that 
the NBCs trained using kernel smoother type of either normal or triangle have equal 
performance measures and they outperform the rest of classifiers. It is worth noting that 
the training speed required to construct the trained model is extremely high with no 
time delay, and there is no variation in the training time among the evaluated and 
analysed NBCs. Figures 37 and 38 show the training and testing confusion matrices of 
the normal smoother type kernel NBC. It is clear that the training classification 
accuracy of the NBC is 95.1%, and the testing classification accuracy, however, is 
95.8%. Furthermore, the MSE of the training stage is 0.048, whilst that of the testing 
stage is 0.021. Besides, displayed in Figure 39 is the training ROC scheme, in which 
the area under the ROC curves for the three classes are 0.9761, 0.9425 and 0.8781 
respectively. Similarly, and according to Figure 40 in which the testing ROC graph is 
available, one can verify that the area under the ROC curves for the three classes are 
0.9698, 0.9273 and 0.8738 respectively. In order to draw the full picture, we add that 




















Normal Normal 81.9% 0.181 87% 0.13 
Normal Kernel 94.6% 0.054 95.6% 0.044 
Kernel Normal 88.5% 0.115 91.4% 0.086 
Kernel Kernel 95.1% 0.048 95.8% 0.042 
 
Table 8. NBC performance measures using different smoother types 
Kernel smoother 
type for input 1 
Kernel smoother 









Normal Normal 95.1% 0.048 95.8% 0.042 
Box Box 94.2% 0.058 95% 0.05 
Triangle Triangle 95.1% 0.048 95.8% 0.042 










Figure 38. NBC testing confusion matrix (two normal kernel smoothers) 
 






Figure 40. NBC testing ROC graph (two normal kernel smoothers) 
3.4.8 Fuzzy ARTMAP  
Finally yet importantly, concerning the assessment of the classification performance of 
the Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network. As apparent by the Fuzzy ARTMAP training 
confusion matrix graph in Figure 41, the training classification accuracy is 99.8%, and 
the testing true classification rate is 89.9% according to Figure 43. Shown in Figure 42 
is the training ROC curve, one would add that the areas under the ROC curves for each 
of the three classes are 0.998, 0.9981 and 1.0. Also, in Figure 44 is the testing ROC 
curve where the areas under the ROC curves for the three classes are 0.8752, 0.982 and 
0.6618 respectively. Moreover, training and testing MSE values are 0.0016 and 0.068 
respectively. In addition, for purpose of supplement, the training and testing CE 






Figure 41. Fuzzy ARTMAP training confusion matrix  
 






Figure 43. Fuzzy ARTMAP testing confusion matrix  
  
Figure 44. Fuzzy ARTMAP testing ROC curve 
Some parameters have been adjusted and should be mentioned for sake of clarity: 
baseline vigilance value was set at zero, vigilance parameter at 0.9, signal rule 
parameter at 0.01, learning fraction at 1, match-tracking constant at -0.001, learning 
rate at 1.0 and number of voting systems at 5. 
3.5  Summary 
 
This chapter investigated a bunch of classification learners relative to their performance 





background noise that exhibits within messages transmitted over PLC channels, and are 
delivered at the PLC receiving end in a deformed fashion. 






















MLP 100 0.0014 0.0026  1 1 1 
RBF 98.2 0.012 0.2163 0.9824 0.9681 0.9915 
SVM 95.8 0.0345 0.5046 0.9958 0.9666 0.8665 
NBC 95.8 0.042 0.6007 0.9761 0.9425 0.8781 
PNN 95 0.0333 0.6007 0.9372 0.8897 0.8052 
Fuzzy 
ARTMAP 
89.9 0.068 1.2255 0.8752 0.982 0.6618 
QDA 87 0.1227 2.2017 0.8727 0.7497 0.8513 
LVQ 73 0.1627 3.239 0.7037 0.6507 0.7047 
Following successfully implementing and analysing the visual and numerical 
performance outcomes of the eight advanced pattern recognition methods. Table 9 
summarises the outputs of the suggested algorithms with regard to five features: true 
classification percentage, MSE, CE error, area under Class 1 and Class 2 ROC curves 
in order to identify and recommend the most appropriate classifier for the optimum 
identification of noise so that detected noise could be eliminated in the alleviation stage. 
As for training speed, the proposed methods has demanded almost equal training 
duration, and hence, complexity of implementation cannot be taken into account for 
comparison sake. 
It can be shown from the tabulated outcomes that MLP ranks on the top of the proposed 
classifiers (in terms of the different performance features), as it has shown extremely 
powerful class-assignment performance. Furthermore, RBF neural network has ranked 
the second in its capability of detecting noise, whereas, NBC and SVM were no better 
than RBF, and has scored the third relative position. Subsequently, the PNN has 
occupied the fourth relative position, followed by the Fuzzy ARTMAP network and the 
QDA respectively. The least competent algorithm is the LVQ mechanism, since it was 
remarkably incapable of recognising Class B messages.  
 






Noise Mitigation using Artificial Intelligence, Filters and 
Clipping 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter, ML paradigms were implemented to detect the combined noise 
and classify received signals with respect to their overall amplitude. In other words, the 
previous chapter has tackled a pattern identification task, whereas the current chapter 
looks into a function fitting (nonlinear regression) challenge. In particular, the present 
chapter is directed at introducing a number of innovative techniques to mitigate both 
background and impulsive noises presented in an OFDM power line communication 
channel. The ML techniques which are implemented are: (1)feedforward neural 
network, (2)generalised regression neural network, (3)trigonometric functional link 
neural network, and (4)adaptive neurofuzzy inference systems. In addition to these 
Artificial Intelligence methods, a number of common methods were also advised, such 
as: (1)recursive least squares filter, (2)normalised least mean squares filter and 
(3)clipping paradigm.   
More specifically, this chapter aims at the actual elimination of both impulsive and 
background noises by using means of machine learning techniques to evaluate their 
effectiveness, successfulness, reliability and adequacy in this context. This chapter also 
aims to test the performance of some traditional and contemporary ways of noise 
alleviation (mentioned above) to contrast their noise elimination behaviour as opposed 
to that of machine learning methodology.  
At first, Section 4.2 puts light on the implemented simulation model. Subsequently, in 
Section 4.3 we introduce and discuss the numerical findings. Finally, in Section 4.4 we 
recap the performance outcomes and compare the techniques one against the other.  
 
4.2  System Modelling and Description 
 
As pointed above, the objective of this chapter is mainly to examine the correctness and 
adequacy of a handful of signal-correcting algorithms in the effective alleviation of 





channels. It should be noted that this chapter has installed the same constructed model 
(which was clearly demonstrated in the previous chapter) in order to handle the planned 
objectives. However, some variations had to be made in the training dataset so that the 
ANNs under investigation duly map the input-output relationship. These adjustments 
are outlined in the next paragraph. 
To train these networks, a rather larger dataset of 000,500 input patterns was presented. 
Each input pattern comprises of a two dimensional input vector in addition to a two 
dimensional target vector. For the sake of clarity, the overall amplitude of the received 
malformed signal is a complex variable of two components in the form: 21 += juuu . 
The real and imaginary terms ( 1u  and 2u ) were separated and then fed as inputs 
(predictors) to train each neural network, whereas the real and imaginary components 
( 1t and 2t ) of the transmitted undeformed signal in the form: 21 += jttt were supplied to 
the networks as true targets. The trained ANN paradigm was then located at the OFDM 
receiving end prior to performing the BPSK demodulation process on the received 
signals, to effectively mitigate noise. When a test point, which is a two dimensional 
vector of corrupt signal amplitudes, is presented, the trained ANN model was expected 
to generate a rectified output comprising of two components ( 1v and 2v ), consequently, 
the two outcomes were combined and formulated as: 21 += jvvv . Figure 45 illustrates 
the system block diagram design, in which a Bernoulli binary input signal is traversed 
through BPSK modulator, and IFFT mechanism, at this point, the ANN target has been 
defined. The time domain modulated signal is thereafter communicated through 
AWGN channel, where impulsive noise is incorporated. One received, this disfigured 
signal is provided as an input to the trained ANN controller, which in turn rectifies that 
signal, and sends the output to the FFT converter and BPSK demodulator, respectively. 
At last, the presumably corrected message is compared to the original clean one in order 






Figure 45. ML embedded PLC system block diagram 
Figure 46 views a graph of the impulsive noise samples plotted versus time domain 
samples in a modelled OFDM power line communication channel. It is clear from the 
graph that the impulsive noise displays large amplitudes that are represented by the 
vertical spikes. It can also be noted that the impulsive noise is very random in terms of 
its occurrence as well as its PSD magnitude and energy content. Furthermore, it can be 
observed that the impulsive noise amplitudes in our context has a maximum of 140 dB 
and a minimum of -190 dB, which in turn justifies the greatly disruptive harm on the 
signal being transmitted, which arises due to the impulse noise presence. It should be 
comprehensible that the red and blue curves model the real and imaginary components 
of the impulsive noise. 
 
Figure 46. Impulsive noise amplitudes and occurrences for 250 time samples 
Figure 47 presents the amplitude level of the clean signals against the corrupt signals 





plot due to the large amplitude deviation. It is worth mentioning that the original signal 
in this context has been also deformed by background noise. 
 
Figure 47. Clean signal versus corrupt signal for 250 time samples 
In order to have a separate look into the background noise amplitude level in the OFDM 
modulated PLC network, Figure 48 demonstrates that the background noise exhibits far 
smaller amplitudes in comparison with impulsive noise. It is also observable that the 
background noise occurs nearly continuously. Besides, they hold values of at most 2 
dB and at least -2 dB, which is considered to be a remarkable difference in amplitudes 
between the two natures of noise (background and impulsive), that reflects the totally 
different amount of caused damages. It should be kept in mind that the red and blue 






Figure 48. Background noise amplitude and occurrence for 250 simulation run-time 
4.3  Experimental Results and Analysis 
4.3.1 FFNN 
FFNN is a conventional multilayered network, which can fit multidimensional mapping 
problems arbitrarily well with consistent data and enough hidden nodes. To get clearer 
vision into the structure of the network under investigation, Figure 49 shows the 
modelled FFNN topology where the number of input nodes, hidden nodes and output 
nodes are 2, 10 and 2 respectively. The reason behind adjusting the number of hidden 
units to 10, is due to the fact that, the more complex the model, the higher the 
computational cost, and the more the model is prone to overfit the training data. In 
addition, having tested neural networks with bigger hidden sizes, no performance gain 
was delivered and achieved. The sigmoidal (logistic) activation function was selected 
to model the hidden states. A number of 1000 epochs were set to train the network in 
which the term epoch indicates a complete sweep through all available training patterns. 
The sigmoidal intermediate layer is in turn, fully connected to a linear output layer. The 
network was trained by using Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm, one of 
the fundamental merits of this scheme is that it demands more storage memory but less 
training time, as opposed to other backpropagation algorithms such as Bayesian 
regularisation and scaled conjugate gradient, which have been performed and 
benchmarked, however they have achieved no performance improvement. Therefore, 
studying and analysing performance results of an FFNN induced by Levenberg-
Marquardt backpropagation algorithm will suffice. Relevant analysis results were 
eliminated for shortness sake. To train, validate and test the FFNN a large dataset of
000,500 input patterns was presented where 350,000 samples were devoted for training 
whilst 75,000 and 75,000 patterns were allocated to validate and test the network 
respectively.  
 





The regression scatter plot serves as an indication of how closely the filtering algorithm 
approximates the sent (transmitted) message. In other words, how well the noise 
mitigation mechanism removes the noise contained in the received message. As clear 
from Figure 50 of the regression performance of the training, validation and testing 
phases, the regression coefficients ( R ) are 0.98727, 0.98727 and 0.98731 respectively, 
resulting in an overall regression coefficient of 0.98727. On the other hand, the values 
of the MSE of the training, validation and testing stages are 0.0126552, 0.0126195 and 
0.0126238 respectively, which are signs that the network will excellently do the job of 
noise mitigation. Table 10 summarises the values of the regression coefficients as well 
as the MSE measures for each stage. Figure 51 illustrates the performance in terms of 
MSE measure. It can be noted from the graph that the best validation MSE performance 
was 0.01262 and has occurred at epoch number 290. The total network duration lasts 
for 39 minutes and 53 seconds (almost 40 minutes). Training state performance in terms 
of gradient, mu and validation checks is displayed in Figure 52. 
Table 10. Summary of training, validation and testing numerical results of the FFNN 
Stage Samples MSE R 
Training 350,000 0.0126552 0.987267 
Validation 75,000 0.0126195 0.987271 
Testing 75,000 0.0126238 0.987308 
 
 






Figure 51. MSE performance of FFNN 
 
Figure 52. Training state performance in terms of gradient, mu and validation checks of FFNN 
Figure 53 displays the error histogram of FFNN, such that each instance is plotted 
versus its corresponding error, which is the difference between the instance actual (true) 






Figure 53. Error histogram of FFNN with 20 Bins  
In order to conduct appropriate comparisons between the proposed filtering 
methodologies, the theoretical bit error rate (BER) curve has been utilised as a reference 
(bottom line) to offer the process of evaluation and analysis of the studied methods 
clear interpretability. It is worth emphasising that the theoretical BER curve was set 
fixed through all the experiments. Figure 54 displays a graph of the BER curve drawn 
after the introduction of FFNN noise elimination scheme, as well as the theoretical BER 
curve. From the obtained graphical results, it can be seen that the FFNN corrected 
OFDM system used about 5.25 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) power to realise a very 
low BER value of 510− , whereas the theoretical OFDM channel required 5.9  SNR 
power to achieve the same BER level. It is obvious that the FFNN corrected OFDM 
scheme under-performs that theoretical scheme since the latter demanded almost 16  
SNR to reach the same BER level. In order to clearly observe the improvement fulfilled 
by the introduction of the FFNN controller, Figure 55 shows the uncorrected BER 







Figure 54. BER performance using FFNN 
 
Figure 55. Uncorrected BER performance (without the introduction of noise elimination scheme) 
4.3.2  GRNN 
Secondly, this study has brought the Generalised Regression Neural Network (GRNN) 
into effect, which is unlike the feedforward backpropagation networks, is not an 
iterative training algorithm. In other words, the GRNN does not require a training 
phase; once it is created, it could be readily applied for new unseen data. The training 
time of the GRNN is merely the creation time. Therefore, the GRNN is powerful for its 
very fast training and convergence to optimal solutions. What is more is that the whole 





or testing takes place implicitly as opposed to the latter network. This is explained by 
the unique topology and learning of the GRNN. In this study, the modelled GRNN, as 
viewed in Figure 56, consisted of a layer of two input nodes, a layer of 5,000 hidden 
nodes and finally a layer of 2 output nodes. One of the clear topological distinctions 
between the GRNN and the FFNN is the number of hidden nodes, which, in the case of 
GRNN corresponds to the number of training patterns, or sometimes the number of 
clusters centroids produced by conducting a k-means cluster analysis on the training 
patterns. Posing another variation between the two categories, a radial basis activation 
function (Gaussian) was implemented in the intermediate layer in contrast to the 
sigmoidal activation function in case of the FFNN, whilst, similar to the FFNN, a linear 
output layer was installed. It should be mentioned that a spread constant, which is an 
input to the Gaussian hidden function of value 0.1, was selected to model the network 
via trial and error. Generally speaking, the less the spread constant, the more the 
network fits the training patterns (overfitting) and the better it learns them (including 
their random natural noise), the less the training prediction error. However, this 
sacrifices the network ability to generalise, hence in this case, the generalisation curve 
will be less smooth. It has been stated that the sample size allocated to train the GRNN 
was 5,000, because MATLAB places a maximum creation limit on the input and target 
array sizes, and hence, beyond this threshold and by introducing input and target 
matrices of quite large sizes might cause MATLAB to get unresponsive.  
 
Figure 56. GRNN structural topology 
Figure 57 displays a graph of the BER curve drawn after the presentation of GRNN 
noise elimination scheme, as well as the theoretical BER curve. From the obtained 
graphical results, it can be seen that the GRNN corrected OFDM system needed about 






Figure 57. BER performance using GRNN 
The modelled GRNN was tested on 500 new unseen patterns and the regression 
between the true known targets and the trained network outputs was schemed. As 
obtained from Figure 58, the regression coefficient is 97643.0 , which reflects that the 
GRNN network performs adeptly in predicting the true targets. Moreover, the GRNN 
testing MSE is 0.025. As for the training time, it has been mentioned that the GRNN is 
trained once created, thus the training time is rather negligible, since no actual training 
takes place, that is the training time is zero seconds.  
 
Figure 58. GRNN regression plot 
 






The third state-of-the-art neural network approached in this chapter for detecting and 
eliminating noise is the Functional Link Neural Network (FLNN). In particular, this 
work brought the Trigonometric FLNN (TFLNN) into practice, which is a nonlinear 
neural network in which the trigonometric nonlinear functional expansion mechanism 
is utilised. It should be pointed out that the particular selection of the trigonometric 
expansion has been fulfilled upon an extensive investigation of the available expansion 
schemes, where the TFLNN was the best performing network. The performance results 
of the compared networks were eliminated for the sake of brevity. For that, 16 input 
nodes, as clear in Figure 59 were selected to represent the expanded feature vector and 
distribute the nonlinear input through learnable weighted connections to the final linear 
layer comprising of two output nodes. Moreover, training of the network under study 
has been fulfilled  by using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 
 
Figure 59. TFLNN structural topology 
Figure 60 displays a graph of the BER curve drawn after the installation of TFLNN 
noise error-correcting scheme as well as the theoretical BER curve. From the obtained 
graphical findings, the high performance of the TFLNN technique can be seen as the 
OFDM system utilised less than 17 dB SNR power to achieve a BER value of 510− .  
 





As is clear from Figure 61 of the regression plot of the training, validation and testing 
phases, the regression coefficients are 0.95942, 0.9584 and 0.93907 respectively, 
resulting in an overall regression coefficient of 0.95614. Moreover, TFLNN has 
required only 30 seconds to completely train, validate and test the network overall 
dataset. Figure 62 illustrates the performance in terms of MSE measure. It can be noted 
from the graph that, the best validation MSE performance was 0.041723 and has 
occurred at the third epoch. Furthermore, training state performance in terms of 
gradient, mu and validation checks is viewed in Figure 63. For the sake of better 
visualisation, Table 11 summarises the training, validation and testing outcomes of the 
TFLNN the training MSE 0.0402. 
Therefore, it is clear that the TFLNN provides a substantial computational gain over 
the MLP because TFLNN works on decreasing the functional complexity of the 
problem. In the aspect of learning, the TFLNN has the ability to learn using the same 
feedforward learning algorithm (backpropagation learning “BP”) implemented in the 
traditional FFNN. However, the BP algorithm used to train the TFLNN becomes 
simpler and has a faster convergence due to its single layer architecture. 
 






Figure 62. MSE performance of TFLNN 
 
Figure 63. Training state performance in terms of gradient, mu and validation checks of TFLNN 
Table 11. Summary of training, validation and testing numerical results of the TFLNN 
Stage Samples MSE R 
Training 350,000 0.0402 0.95942 
Validation 75,000 0.041723 0.9584 
Testing 75,000 0.045 0.93907 
4.3.4  ANFIS 
ANFIS systems, which are based on fuzzy-if-then- rules, and are capable of modelling 
and approximating a wide range of complex commonsense fuzzy inference tasks, were 





ANFIS algorithm is a single output system, implying that it is restricted to produce only 
one output, and provided that the available input/output training data comprises of two 
output quantities, two Sugeno ANFIS controllers were therefore created and tuned. 
Training an ANFIS controller involves finely tuning its related parameters, for that a 
training dataset of 5,000 input/output pairs was made available. Primarily, a number of 
parameters should be discussed beforehand, and given sufficiently proper initial values. 
Firstly, a total of 6 Gaussian input membership functions were installed at the input 
port, such that 3 of them were allocated to model the first input variable, whilst the 
other three to model the second input variable. Secondly, three linear output 
membership functions were placed at the output port. Furthermore, the total number of 
epochs required to tune the parameters of each controller was 3. Additionally, the two 
controllers and their associated fuzzy rules were induced using grid partitioning 
generation method, which is an automatic option when inducing the ANFIS controller. 
Besides, hybrid algorithm was performed to optimise the selection and evolution of the 
controllers’ parameters. Moreover, the ANFIS model-training algorithm uses a 
combination of the least squares and backpropagation gradient descent methods to 
model the training data set. The trained ANFIS controllers were thereafter installed in 
order to conduct a simulation model of the PLC communication network so that the 
usefulness and efficiency of the trained ANFIS blocks in eliminating random noise 
(both background and impulsive) could be tested and analysed. Lastly, the ANFIS 
controllers’ performance was assessed via the introduction of a distinct and independent 
dataset of size 500 data points, which was devoted to testing. 
With regard to the performance evaluation of the ANFIS technology, the two 
controllers achieved a training MSE value of 0.006975 whilst the testing MSE was 
larger, with value of 6.306. Figure 64 displays a graph of the BER curve of the ANFIS 
paradigm corrected OFDM signals, plotted versus the theoretical BER curve. As clear 
from the graph, applying the two ANFIS controllers together have achieved the desired 
limit when the SNR power ratio is almost 38.2. Figure 65 displays the regression plot 
of the analysed ANFIS systems, in which the outputs of the ANFIS model,when new 






Figure 64. BER performance using two ANFIS controllers 
 
Figure 65. ANFIS controllers regression plot 
This design has also suggested and accomplished other classical noise-alleviating 
technologies including: RLS filter, LMS filter and clipping.  
4.3.5  RLS Filter 
Recursive Least Squares (RLS) filtering technique, which was proposed in this context 





adapts its weights (coefficients) until the error between the primary reference input 
(received message) and the desired signal (sent message) is minimal and the two match 
each other closely. Two signals are supplied to the filter input ports: the corrupt signal 
(original signals plus undesired noise) and the clean (sent) signal, the filter controller 
in turn produces the filtered output as well as an error signal, which assists in the 
adjustment process of the filter coefficients (weights) in the next iteration using RLS 
algorithm. In other words, RLS filter object implements an adaptive Finite Impulse 
Response (FIR) filter that converges an input signal to the desired signal using one of 
the following algorithms: conventional, householder, householder sliding-window, 
or QR decomposition. In particular, the coefficients of the adopted RLS filter were 
induced using sliding-window method, as was observed via testing that this method 
outperforms the RLS filters induced by other methods. Moreover, the RLS filter length 
was set to 2, where the filter length is the number of adaptive filter coefficients. Besides, 
the initial values of the FIR adaptive filter coefficients were adjusted via trial and error 
method to equal a two dimensional vector of two scalars: 2 and 0.95. The MSE between 
the primary signal (received message) and the desired signal (sent message) is utilised 
as a tool to assess the filters performance. The resulting MSE was 0.02, in which the 
real part of the signal has contributed with a value of 0.0173 and the imaginary signal 
part with a value of 0.0102. 
Figure 66 displays a graph of the BER curve of the RLS filtered signals, plotted versus 
the ideal BER curve. As noted from the graphical results obtained, the RLS filter can 
arrive at the aforementioned desired BER level when a SNR power ratio of almost 18
is available. Figure 67 plots the clean signals versus the filter’s output and as the error 
signal generated at each epoch and accordingly, traversed backwards to adjust the 
filter’s weights so as the desired and output signals closely coincide, as in the figure. 
Therefore, the error signal will be a vector of almost zeros (note that the three signal 






Figure 66. BER performance using RLS filter 
 
Figure 67. Noise elimination using RLS filter 
4.3.6  LMS Filter 
 
Similarly, LMS filter was also performed to alleviate noise that presents in PLC 
channels. LMS adaptive filter object utilises an adaptive FIR filter to approximate an 
input signal to the desired (reference), signal using one of the following algorithms: 
basic LMS normalised LMS, Sign-Data LMS, Sign-Error LMS, Sign-Sign LMS. The 
normalised adaptation method, which has surpassed the rest of LMS filtering 
algorithms, was adopted to adaptively and recursively adjust the weights of the filter 
such that the MSE error is minimised. To create and tune an NLMS filter, the filter 





in the previous section, the initial values of the FIR adaptive filter coefficients were 
adjusted via trial and error method to equal a two dimensional vector of two scalars: 2 
and 0.95. Furthermore, the maximum adaptation size that controls the speed of 
convergence was adjusted at 0.05. Regarding the behaviour assessment of the applied 
NLMS filter, the MSE between the primary signals (received message) and the desired 
signal (sent message) was 0.5335, in which the real part of the signal has contributed 
with a value of 0.3365 and the imaginary signal part with a value of 0.4141. 
Figure 68 shows a graph of the BER curve of the LMS filtered signals, plotted versus 
the ideal BER curve. It can be shown that the LMS filter realises the 510− BER level by 
demanding a SNR power ratio of almost 8.21 . Similarly, Figure 69 expresses the 
relation between the NLMS-filtered-signals and the original target signals, in addition 
to the error signal where the error signal at one iteration acts as a reference for further 
adjustment of the filter’s parameters in the next iteration. 
By comparing the two analysed filters, one against the other, it seems that the RLS filter 
is more efficient in eliminating noise in OFDM channels, as it needed 8.3 less signal 
power value to implement the intended objective. 
 






Figure 69. Noise elimination using NLMS filter 
4.3.7  Clipping Nonlinearity 
Clipping nonlinearity is a widely used and extremely well known approach for noise 
mitigation in OFDM based PLC systems. The core idea of clipping is straightforward; 
it relies on adjusting a threshold value such that when a signal amplitude beyond this 
preset limit is encountered it will be trimmed, assuming that the subtracted signal 
represents un-useful information (undesired noise). In this study, a wide range of 
candidate clipping thresholds were tested thoroughly through extensive computer 
experiments in terms of their BER performance outcome, until an optimal choice ( 9.1 ) 
was reached. This limit ensures that all the impulsive noise is eliminated. However, a 
small amount of background noise might be tolerated to guarantee that no original 
signal was deducted. For clarity, setting a value lower than this optimal boundary 
(hence a narrow range of amplitudes is allowed to proceed) will remove portions of the 
desired signal, which will degrade the received signal harshly, and the clipping behavior 
will be disgraced. Likewise, when a higher value is adjusted, a considerable amount of 
noise will be tolerated. Therefore, in order to adjust as optimal limit as possible, the 
underlying system should be sufficiently monitored in order to gain adequate reasoning 
of its behaviour and therefore be capable of eliminating noise effectively and 
efficiently. 
Figure 70 displays a graph of the BER curve of the clipping rectified OFDM signals, 





clipping nonlinearity procedure can realise the BER level in demand when the SNR 
power ratio of almost 5.14 is available.  
 
Figure 70. BER performance using clipping 
4.4  Summary 
 
In conclusion, we emphasise that the objective of this chapter was to inspect the 
competence and efficacy of a number of ML techniques in the identification and 
elimination of noise, that might be encountered during the communication of signals 
via PLC channels in an OFDM modulated system. For that, four ANN noise-
eliminating controllers were put into action. Moreover, RLS and LMS filters, as well 
as clipping nonlinearity were incorporated in the field of noise cancellation. All these 
proposed and investigated methods were evaluated and compared, to make the 
appropriate decision on the most efficient and adequate scheme for our goal. 
To recap, Table 12 evaluates the investigated noise-alleviation methodologies with 
respect to the most fundamental aspect in our context, which is the SNR at which the 











Table 12. Summary of noise mitigation techniques results 
Noise mitigation 
technique 
SNR at which high 
performance is realised 
Clipping 14.5 
TFLNN 17 
RLS filter 18 




As for ranking the investigated noise-eliminating methods, clipping nonlinearity 
happened to be the most efficient methodology in combating noise in PLC wires at 
relatively low SNR power values. The runner up in this performance competition is the 
TFLNN that has fulfilled adequate noise suppression performance. Following are the 
RLS filter, NLMS filter, FFNN, GRNN and finally the ANFIS, respectively 
A wide variation of training duration was offered by the FFNN. Therefore, it is 
considered a computationally inept with respect to its training duration. In contrast, the 
other devised noise-alleviation methods are very rapid.  
It can deduced from the tabulated ranking outcomes that installing AI noise cancellation 
methods produces good operational performance. However, in general, classical 
methodologies seem to possess more potential in fulfilling the intended job as compared 
to their ML opponents. Nevertheless, AI methodologies are still considered as 
functionally effective noise elimination methods. However, we recommend achieving 














Impulsive Noise Detection using Clustering Machine Learning 
Techniques 
 
5.1  Introduction 
 
Chapter three has implemented a bunch of classification learners to detect noise (both 
impulsive and background) exhibiting in signals transmitted over PLC channels. 
Particularly, the previous chapter has investigated the use of AI in a pattern recognition 
task, that is, the preceding classifiers were trained in a supervised manner, implying 
that they were fed with true target classes during training. These correct classes 
resemble a teacher, therefore, this learning paradigm is related to as ‘learning with a 
teacher’. However, sometimes the access to any descriptive information of instances is 
limited, as they cannot possibly be sampled or computed, for instance, producing true 
targets might well be costly or time inefficient. For that, unsupervised learning comes 
into action, in which input features are to be recognised, while associated labels are 
absent. Put another way, cluster analysis area works in an unsupervised fashion to assist 
in partitioning the input space into natural divisions (subgroups/clusters) according to 
some similarity measure criterion, without the aid of a teacher. This chapter introduces 
five AI clustering tools to cluster the feature space into subgroups, such that similarity 
between input patterns within a subgroup is boosted, whilst similarity between distinct 
subgroups is reduced, which implies that, between-class dissimilarity is maximised and 
observations belonging to separated regions are more unlike, than observations locating 
inside the same region. The investigated clustering algorithms were aimed at 
exclusively detecting impulsive noise, thus, pure signals and clean messages 
contaminated with background noise were regarded as one single category, 
distinguishable from the category of signals mixed with impulsive positions. The 





amplitudes dissimilarity between clean signals and clean signal corrupted with 
background noise is far too lower in magnitude than the amplitudes dissimilarity 
between clean signals and impulsivity-corrupted signals, or, likewise, between signals 
contaminated with background noise and impulsivity-corrupted signals. Therefore, the 
investigated methodologies were adjusted to produce two effective regions, since 
enforcing these algorithms to establish more clusters in the attribute space, will induce 
excessively unnecessary  divisions, which have meaningless and misleading results in 
our research context. The five state-of-the-art clustering analysis paradigms that were 
put forward, and considered for discussion and assessment, are: (1)density based spatial 
clustering of applications with noise, (2)self-organising maps, (3)Gaussian mixture 
models, (4)agglomerative hierarchical clustering, and (5)k-means clustering. 
Elaborating the present chapter’s orientation, the rest of it is configured as follows, at 
first, we will briefly revise the experimental setup in Section 5.2. Following that, 
Section 5.3 explains and displays the performance results of the studied techniques, 
thereafter a comparative study is conducted in Section 5.3, in which the principal results 
are summarised and the optimal tool is identified accordingly.  
5.2  System Modelling and Description 
 
The model construction demanded in this chapter is the same as the one carried out in 
the classification chapter. However, as stated earlier, the present chapter’s purpose is to 
differentiate the signals mixed with impulsive noise from the rest of received signals. 
As a result, this chapter engages and defines two discernible and recognisable classes. 
The first category to which received signals are to be assigned, represents the pure 
received signals (whether corrupted by background noise or not) and is denoted as Class 
1. Additionally, the second category is the received signals perturbed by impulsive 
noise, and is denoted as Class 2 in the context. 
As added earlier, learning of these algorithms were implemented in an unsupervised 
manner. Nevertheless, for sake of clarity, graph in Figure 71 shows the number of Class 
1 and Class 2 signals in the investigated input set of observations of size 5,000, where 







Figure 71. Data distribution for received samples and their respective classes 
5.3  Experimental Results and Analysis 
5.3.1 DBSCAN 
Firstly, this chapter has employed the Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications 
with Noise (DBSCAN), which can be viewed as a fundamental outlier detection tool. 
In advance, one should specify the values of the epsilon parameter as well as the 
minimum number of neighbors (minpts) required for a core point. It should be noted 
that the value of minpts parameter, is one plus dimensionality of the input set. In this 
study, the minimum number of neighbors for a core point was adjusted via trial and 
error at 619. 
One fundamental strategy for estimating a value for epsilon is to generate a k-distance 
graph (where k is the minpts parameter value) for the input data set, such that for each 
observation in the data set, the distance to the 619th nearest point is computed, and 
eventually the sorted points are plotted against their distances to the 619th nearest point. 
The graph contains a knee, which is visible in Figure 72. The distance that corresponds 
to the knee is generally a good choice for epsilon, because it is the region where points 
start to tail off into outlier (noise) territory. It is observable from Figure 69 that the 
optimal epsilon values are in a wide range; as a result, all these values were appraised 
based on their performance power on the given set of observations. The epsilon value 






Figure 72. 619- distance graph to determine the optimal epsilon value 
Concerning the assessment of the DBSCAN outcomes, it is noticed from the confusion 
matrix graph in Figure 73 that the DBSCAN accuracy scored in detecting the impulsive 
noise presence on a data set of 5,000 received messages was 96.6%, with a total number 
of 153 wrongly classified received messages. Moreover, from the ROC curves in Figure 
74, it was found that the DBSCAN clustering algorithm has identical performance 
potential in recognising Class 1 as well as Class 2 delivered messages, since the areas 
under the ROC curves associated with the two classes are too close: 0.9338 and 0.9342 
respectively. The MSE and CE error quantities are 0.0306 and 0.5515 respectively. 
 






Figure 74. DBSCAN receiver operating characteristic curve 
For clear visualisation of the algorithm’s outcomes, plotted in Figure 75 is the scatter 
plot scheme of the clustered received signals, where the blue crosses denote the corrupt 
signals, whereas the red rings symbolise the uncorrupted signals. Based on the analysis 
of the DBSCAN paradigm results, it can be deduced that it has accurately fulfilled the 
intended goal of the present chapter. 
 






The second implemented cluster analysis tool is Self-Organising Feature Maps 
(SOFM), or in short, Self-Organising Maps (SOM). Figure 76 shows the structural 
topology of the SOM that was put into action. As observed from the graph, the SOM 
topology is a 2-dimensional hexagonal grid that includes 4 map units arranged in a 2 
by 2 lattice array. The SOM induced hexagons are identically shaped, except for their 
placement on the feature map (right bottom, left bottom, right top and left top units).  
 
Figure 76. SOM topology 
The SOM hits plot in Figure 77 displays how many of training samples fall into each 
cluster. For instance, 4,641 adequately similar training samples were learned by the 
right bottom neuron, implying that these samples were assigned to the same cluster that 
correspond to that neuron. Likewise, 112 alike training samples have successfully hit 
the right top hexagon. In addition, 114 and 133 training samples were allocated to the 
left top and left bottom neurons, respectively. The gap with no hits is an empty region 
that has not been hit by any training sample, and it is an indication of a separation 
between clusters. Because the right bottom neuron accommodates the largest fraction 
of data points, it occupies the whole hexagon area. In contrast, the remaining units hold 
far less number of training samples, and therefore they take over smaller areas within 
the overall hexagon. As stated earlier, the majority of observations have landed at the 
right bottom neuron, which was found to represent Class 1 (clean received messages) 
whereas the remaining observations with count of 359 that have hit the residual three 







Figure 77. SOM sample hits 
Shown in Figure 78 is the SOM neighboring connections scheme that illustrates the 
neurons on the feature map that may be named as neighboring neurons. Any pair of 
neurons can be treated as adjacent (neighbors) if there exists a link between these two 
neurons on the grid. From the figure, it can be concluded that all the neurons within the 
grid are neighboring, except for the right top neuron and the left bottom one, as they 
had no linkage connecting them. 
 
Figure 78. SOM neighbor connections 
The SOM neighbor weight distances graph in Figure 79 manifests the 4 neurons 
symbolised as blue hexagons, the distance between adjacent neurons is represented by 
colours between the neurons. These colours are bright between neurons whose 
corresponding clusters are similar and dark, between neurons whose corresponding 
clusters are further apart. From Figure 79, it is clear that the distances appear only 
between neighboring neurons derived from Figure 78. Looking at the graph, it can be 
clearly observed that the colour between the two top neurons in the feature map (top 





extremely small, which brings the inference that the corresponding clusters are rather 
identical. The same deduction can be made when observing the top left and bottom left 
neurons. It should be pointed out that, based on the weight distances, the clusters 
corresponding to the two top neurons are more alike, than the clusters corresponding to 
the two right neurons. It can be stated that, the top clusters as well as the left bottom 
one are highly correlated, as they have learned to classify similar patterns and can be 
integrated together into one single cluster and treated equally. Moreover, the newly 
formed cluster is relatively hugely diverse from the cluster corresponding to the right 
bottom hexagon, since the colours connecting that hexagon to the remaining hexagons 
on the lattice are rather bright. The neighbor weight distances plot and the derived 
conclusions are completely beneficial in reducing the four original clusters built by the 
SOM into two identifiable clusters, which expresses the two major categories illustrated 
earlier at the beginning of this chapter. 
 
Figure 79. SOM neighbor weight distances 
The input weight planes plot in Figure 80 characterises the relationship between each 
feature and the weights associated with the four neurons in the lattice. Weight planes 
that look similar indicate features which are highly dependent, while dissimilar planes 
indicate independent features. The input planes in the plot are dissimilar and thus, one 
can deduce that the corresponding features are uncorrelated. Bright regions in the 
weight plane indicate a smooth distribution of features whilst dark borders indicate that 






Figure 80. SOM input planes 
Shown in Figure 81 is the SOM weight position plot, which denotes the observations 
as green dots in terms of their two features. The SOM map units are plotted as dark blue 
dots according to their two weights, the red lines indicate which neurons are neighbors. 
`  
Figure 79. SOM weight positions 
As for identifying the proper dimensionality of the SOM grid, inducing a 1-by-1 
dimensional grid of only one neuron, would assign all the data points to the same 
cluster, and would not be sensitive to impulsive noise presence or any amplitude 
dissimilarity between received messages. On contrary, further increase of the SOM grid 
dimensionality (beyond 2-by-2 dimensional grid) would boost the SOM complexity 
and will accordingly raise the number of superfluous induced clusters, which implies 
that the input space will be excessively partitioned and incomprehensible features will 





Therefore, prior knowledge of the research problem as well as the training set 
characteristics is fundamental to adjust an appropriate and effective SOM structure. In 
our design, the chapter objective is to cluster data points into two categories according 
to whether impulsive noise is present in the received signal or absent. Therefore, and in 
light of this fact, a 2-by-2 feature map of four hexagonal building blocks was installed. 
By exploiting the SOM neighbor weight distances plot, the number of neurons was 
reduced to two, which, hence, corresponds to two clusters and conforms to the chapter 
orientation. 
Regarding SOM results analysis and discussion, as noted earlier, SOM was trained on 
a 5,000 training sample, with solely input patterns, corresponding true classes were not 
supplied. Figure 82 displays SOM training confusion matrix, such that the scored 
classification accuracy is 95.6%, and the overall number of incorrectly assigned 
observations is 219. The two classes ROC curves are available in Figure 83 Class 1, 2 
areas under the ROC curves 0.772 and 0.7819 respectively, which lead to the 
conclusion that the trained SOM, equally performs in detecting any class of the studied 
classes. Analysing the training phase results, testing was conducted on the trained SOM 
with a test sample set of 500 received messages. Displayed in Figure 84 is the SOM 
testing confusion matrix, where one can obtain that the testing true classification 
percentage is 91.6%. Besides, the ROC scheme is visible in Figure 85 and the obtained 
areas under the ROC curves for Class 1 and Class 2 are 0.6812 and 0.6974 respectively. 
For the sake of completeness, SOM training and testing CE error values are 1.0345 and 
1.5138 respectively. Additionally, training and testing MSE measures are 0.0574 and 
0.084 respectively. Finally yet importantly, the SOM is extremely time efficient as it 






Figure 80. SOM training confusion matrix graph  
 
Figure 81. SOM training ROC curve 
Our results show that SOM rapidly and reliably clusters the received signals data set 
into groups, in which similar and related signals are grouped together. In particular, the 
SOM algorithm has placed pure received signals in one data division, and the noisy 
received signals (perturbed by impulsive noise) into three highly related clusters that 






Figure 82. SOM testing confusion matrix graph  
 
Figure 83. SOM testing ROC curve 
5.3.3 AHC 
One useful and adaptable clustering algorithm is the Agglomerative Hierarchical 
Clustering (AHC) technique that groups observations over a variety of scales into a 
multilevel cluster tree (dendrogram). The obtained clustering tree is not a single set of 
clusters, but rather a multi-scale hierarchy, where clusters at one scale are joined  at the 
next scale. The process starts with obtaining the pairwise distance matrix by computing 
the distances between every pair of objects in the data set using an appropriate distance 





distance information associated with the data set. Following this, the linkage process 
(dendrogram induction) determines how objects in the data set can be arranged into 
collections; the proximity information returned by the distance matrix is harnessed. The 
most nearby pairs of objects are initially joined into binary clusters (clusters made up 
of two objects). Bigger clusters are then created by connecting the small newly formed 
clusters to each other, until all the objects in the original data set are linked, together in 
a hierarchical tree. Furthermore, big clusters might also be made up by connecting an 
observation to a formerly created cluster, or alternatively, by connecting two previously 
formed clusters together. 
In order to illustrate the AHC mechanism and the procedure by which the dendrogram 
is created in addition to boosting the interpretability of the induced dendrogram, we 
interrogate a small, and hence interpretable, data set of size 25 data points, arranged in 
Table 13. It is notable that a group of received messages of numbers 2, 4, 8, 15, 17 and 
20 are regarded as contaminated messages whereas the remaining messages are not. 
Table 13. A dataset of 25 samples to be clustered using AHC  
Signal number Real component Imaginary component 
1 -0.9402 -0.9742 
2 19.3267 35.9020 
3 -0.1055 -0.7447 
4 -65.682 45.8106 
5 -0.6110 1.1961 
6 -1.0533 0.7451 
7 -0.317 1.17482 
8 62.4078 -114.8953 
9 1.0052 -0.503 
10 1.3634 -0.3286 
11 1.2156 1.4348 
12 -1.6441 -0.6920 
13 0.4470 0.5009 
14 0.1146 -1.4158 
15 -54.748 131.6717 
16 0.193 0.1530 
17 2.5288 1.2095 
18 -0.8272 -0.6546 
19 0.6181 -0.0318 
20 -65.682 45.8106 
21 0.8221 -0.7421 





23 0.4784 -1.3279 
24 -1.0577 0.7884 
25 -0.4414 1.4234 
 
One way to measure how accurately the generated dendrogram reflects the original data 
is to compare the cophenetic distances against the original distance data generated by 
some distance function. It should be noted that the cophenetic distance between the two 
objects is the height of the link in the dendrogram, which in turn represents the distance 
between the two clusters that contain those two objects. If the clustering is valid and 
sound, the induced dendrogram should have a strong correlation with the distances 
information calculated from the originals collection of data. The cophenetic correlation 
coefficient is a helpful reference, and therefore, it was put into effect to check the 
adequacy and appropriateness of any generated dendrogram, and the closest its value it 
is to 1, the more largely the clustering solution accounts for the data. 
The expressiveness of the dendrogram is highly influenced by the choice of the linkage 
method and the distance notion. Table 14 interrogates a bunch of linkage methods 
against their effect on the cophenet correlation coefficient. It can be inferred from the 
table that the average linkage method has a cophenet correlation coefficient value of 
0.9827 (very close to 1) and it can accordingly be considered as the most representative 
method. 
Table 14. Effect of linkage methods on the cophenet correlation coefficient 
Linkage method Description Cophenet correlation coefficient 
Average Unweighted average distance (UPGMA) 0.9827 
Single Shortest distance 0.9741 
Ward Inner squared distance (minimum variance algorithm), 0.9679 
Complete Farthest distance 0.9675 
Weighted Weighted average distance (WPGMA) 0.963 
 
The linkage method identifies how the distance between two clusters is to be calculated 
and how like objects in the data set should be grouped. For instance, the single linkage 
(also called nearest neighbor) uses the smallest distance between cases in two clusters, 
in contrast, the complete linkage (also called farthest neighbor) uses the largest distance 
between objects in the two clusters, whereas the average linkage uses the mean distance 





Following selecting the average linkage method, the effect of a bunch of distance 
measures on the cophenet correlation coefficient was also analysed and the outcomes 
are displayed in Table 15. It should be noted that Hamming and Jaccard distance metrics 
are only suitable for binary data, and therefore inapplicable for our application. It can 
be clearly deduced from the table, that the Euclidean distance function closely reflects 
the original distances between observations, since its cophenet correlation coefficient 
is very close to 1, it also performs slightly better than the remaining distance measure 
(excluding the cosine metric) in representing the dendrogram.  
Table 15. Effect of distance measures on the cophenet correlation coefficient 
Distance function Cophenet correlation coefficient 
Euclidean 0.9827 
Chebychev 0.9681 
Minkowski, with exponent of 2 0.9675 
Standardized euclidean 0.9592 
Mahalanobis 0.957 
Cityblock 0.9467 
Squared euclidean 0.8962 
Cosine  0.6864 
 
At first, the actual distances between the cases were computed using the Euclidean 
distance function and then rescaled to fall into a range from 0 to 1 distance unit where 
0 is the minimal distance and 1 is the maximal distance. Thereafter, the algorithm output 
was given by a dendrogram, made up using the average linkage method. Figure 86 
displays a dendrogram plot of the hierarchical binary cluster tree. The links between 
objects are represented as upside-down U-shaped lines and the vertical axis represents 
the height of the links that is obtained by the distance between the connected objects, 
whereas the numbers along the horizontal axis represent the indices of the 25 cases in 
the original data set. It is observable that the leaf nodes in the dendrogram correspond 
to the original data points, and this would be the case if at most, 30 or fewer data points 
are at hand. However, if the sample set increases beyond this number, then the 
dendrogram has to collapse lower branches so that the number of leaf nodes is reduced 
to 30. 
By way of explanation, the dendrogram initially establishes the link representing the 
cluster containing objects 6 and 24 has a height of zero units (after rescaling). Similarly, 





units. The third cluster is made up by joining the last aforementioned cluster with the 
fifth object, and is represented by a linkage with a height of 0.0009 units. Likewise, the 
cases 1 and 18 which are far apart by a value of 0.0011 are coupled together to form 
the fourth cluster. This procedure continues until all the 25 observations are linked 
together at some level in one big cluster in a hierarchical tree. Hence, one might notice 
that the biggest cluster eventually accommodates the original data set is outlined by a 
linage of height 1 unit. 
 
Figure 84. Dendrogram plot of the hierarchical binary cluster tree 
After creating and interpreting the hierarchical tree of binary clusters, one can prune 
the tree to partition the data set into recognisable, distinct and well-separated clusters. 
There are two alternatives to form clusters out of a dendrogram, the first alternate 
discovers natural divisions in the data. This method might be approached where groups 
of objects are densely packed in certain areas, and not in others. Instead of naturally 
partitioning the data set, one might determine the specific number of clusters to be 
formed. 
Shown in Figure 87 is the confusion matrix of a set observations clustered using AHC, 
where the overall prediction accuracy is 96.0%. The areas under the curves for Class 1 
and Class 2 ROC curves are 0.9033 and 0.9167 respectively. For sake of completeness, 






Figure 85. AHC confusion matrix (small dataset) 
The following scatter in Figure 88 plots the clean received signals symbolised by blue 
crosses concentrated densely at the center of the graph whilst the received signals 
disfigured by impulsive noise are denoted by red circles distributed sparsely in the 
graph around the center point. It is observed that the AHC technique was successfully 
capable of detecting impulsivity defect within the received signal. 
 
Figure 86. The clustering of 25 PLC received signals using AHC algorithm 
Likewise, the AHC algorithm was carried out on the data set of 5,000 delivered signals, 
in order to enable and facilitate a comparative study of the proposed methods. The 
confusion matrix and ROC curves of the data set clustered using AHC algorithm are 
visible in Figures 89 and 90. A bunch of observations can be obtained, first of which is 





received signals is 237. Besides, the obtained MSE and CE error measures are 0.04 and 
0.7209 respectively. Additionally, the area under Class 1 and Class 2 ROC curves are 
0.9033 and 0.9167 respectively, which again, derives the conclusion that the AHC 
equally performs on each of the two classes. 
 
Figure 87. AHC confusion matrix graph 
 
Figure 90. AHC receiver operating characteristic curve 
Similarly, the scatter plot in Figure 91 views the distribution of the 5,000 classified 
received messages. It is deducible that the blue crosses around the center of the graph 
represent corrupt signals that were misclassified as belonging to Class 1, while in fact 






Figure 88. The clustering of 5,000 PLC received signals using AHC algorithm 
5.3.4 GMM 
As demonstrated in Chapter two, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a multivariate 
probability model that comprises of a mixture of components, each of which is a 
Gaussian PDF that defines a distinguished cluster and is defined by its mean and 
covariance. The mixture model is defined by a vector of mixing proportions, where 
each mixing proportion represents the fraction of the population described by a 
corresponding component. 
The number of components in a GMM should be adjusted in advance, as it determines 
the number of sub-populations that will be induced from the data set. In light of this 
fact, it is appropriate to set the number of Gaussian components at 2. It is also worth 
pointing out that maximum iterations for the EM algorithm was set at 1000.  
Each Gaussian component represents a cluster and is denoted by a covariance matrix. 
The structure of the covariance matrix is essential in deciding on the shape and 
orientation of the confidence ellipsoid drawn over each division. One might specify 
whether the covariance matrices for all components are diagonal or full, and whether 
all components have the same covariance matrix (shared covariance matrix) or not 
(unshared covariance matrices). For instance, setting the components’ covariance 
matrices to be shared will result in evenly directed and equally shaped confidence 





between predictors is allowed) implies that the major and minor axes of the 
components’ ellipses are parallel or perpendicular to the x and y axes. In contrast, 
Gaussian components’ ellipses described by full covariance matrices might be oriented 
at any direction with no restriction owing to the fact that this structure of covariance 
matrices allows for correlated predictors, therefore, may cause overfitting. Lastly, one 
should bear in mind that each combination of specifications determines the shape and 
orientation of the ellipsoids. 
 
Figure 89. GMM confusion matrix graph 
In order to assess the performance power of GMM, the confusion matrix as well as the 
ROC curves are displayed in Figures 92 and 93, in which performance measures are 
obtainable. For instance, the GMM has resulted in an overall prediction accuracy of 
96.6% and 169 wrongly recognised feature vectors. Furthermore, the obtained MSE 
and CE error measures are 0.0338 and 0.6091 respectively. The area under Class 1 and 
Class 2 ROC curves are 0.85 and 0.875 respectively, which again brings the inference 






Figure 90. GMM receiver operating characteristic curve 
Figure 94 plots the classified received messages such that the blue crosses denote the 
uncontaminated signals, whereas the red circles designate the contaminated signals. It 
is observable that the GMM are substantially capable of detecting the existence of 
impulsive noise. 
 
Figure 91. Scatter plot of the received messages clustered using the GMM 
5.3.5 K-means Clustering 
As stated earlier in literature, k-means clustering is a traditional iterative data-
partitioning algorithm that assigns a number of observations to a predefined number 
of clusters, such that their centroid points identify the clusters’ locations. Furthermore, 
this algorithm is known to necessitate the prior awareness of the number of distinct 





Before analysing the k-means outcomes, we would like to emphasise that the size of 
the available input space is 5,000 input patterns and the number of clusters to be 
obtained is two.  
Table 16. K-means clustering performance using different distance metrics  
Distance metric Prediction 
accuracy (%) 
MSE CE error 
Squared euclidean 89.9 0.1032 1.8599 
Cosine 49.5 0.5054 9.1082 
Cityblock 90.1 0.099 1.7842 
Correlation 50.1 0.4994 9.0001 
Table 16 has examined four distance metrics in order to decide on the most accurate 
one, depending upon three performance characteristics: prediction accuracy, MSE and 
CE error. It can be deduced from the table that the most representative distance notion 
is the cityblock, as it has shown prediction accuracy percentage, MSE and CE error of 
90.1%, 0.099 and 1.7842 respectively. Furthermore, the performance of the squared 
Euclidean measure does not notably vary from that of the cityblock measure. However, 
the performances of the cosine and correlation distance notions are very deficient and 
therefore not recommended in this context. Hamming distance was kept out from 
investigation since it is only appropriate for binary valued inputs. 
Given Figure 95, the k-means algorithm has scored an overall prediction accuracy of 
90.1% where the number of misclassified observations is 493, if one was to compare 
the examined clustering algorithms. Furthermore, the obtained MSE and CE error 
measures are 0.1032 and 1.8599 respectively. The two classes ROC curves are available 
in Figure 94 such that Class 1 and Class 2 areas under the curves are and 0.819 and 







Figure 92. K-means confusion matrix graph 
 






Figure 94. Scatter plot of the received messages clustered using k-means 
However, this algorithm remains inefficient as it exclusively generates invariantly sized 
hyper-ellipsoidal clusters. However, the sizes of the two clusters’ regions have been 
found to be largely dissimilar relying on earlier illustrations through this chapter. Even 
though, if one has excessively partitioned the input space into a large number of 
divisions, the centralised region would not be clearly distinguished. Therefore, the 
outcomes of this algorithm are improper and rather inappropriate. For that reason, we 
do not advocate implementing it to pursue the objective of this chapter. It is worth 
mentioning that this algorithm was proposed and presented for the sake of 
completeness, yet it would never offer a good possible alternative for the intended 
purpose. 
 
5.4  Summary 
 
This chapter has successfully implemented five intelligent cluster analysis methods, in 
order to partition a given input collection of 5,000 received messages into two divisions, 
and in consequence, discriminate signals contaminated with impulsive noise. Table 17 
summarises the outputs of the investigated algorithms about five features: true 
classification percentage, MSE, CE error, area under Class 1 and Class 2 ROC curves. 
Overall, we conclude that the most convenient and adequate method for our research 
objective is the DBSCAN algorithm, followed by the GMM, AHC, SOM and k-means 





algorithm was not compatible for our context even if it has scored good performance 
measures. 
Besides, all the examined techniques have performed equally and effortlessly with 
regard to the complexity of implementation. Thence, they can be thought about as 
simple and undemanding mechanisms with easy to implements concepts. 
After all, we emphasise that the investigated methods have fulfilled effective 
contribution in the detection of impulsivity that might show in received messages in 
OFDM modulated channels in order to boost the quality and intelligibility of delivered 
signals. Therefore, we support implementing them in future researches. 











Class 1 ROC 
curve 
Area under 
Class 2 ROC 
curve 
DBSCAN 96.9 0.0306 0.5515 0.9338 0.9342 
GMM 96.6 0.0338 0.6091 0.85 0.875 
SOM 95.6 0.0574 1.0345 0.77 0.7819 
AHC 95.3 0.04 0.7209 0.9033 0.9167 















CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMMENDATIONS 
6.1  Conclusions 
 
The PLC system is an economical multipurpose transmission environment, since it 
takes advantage of the already existing power line distribution infrastructure present 
everywhere. However, data transmitted over PLC channels undergoes some disturbing 
setbacks that have to be overcome to realise a successful data communication. On top 
of these disadvantages is the noise existence: background and impulsive noises, which 
contaminate the information, transmitted over the wired channels and accordingly, 
degrade the performance and reliability of PLC communications. Years after, OFDM 
modulation scheme has been installed into PLC technology as an advanced and efficient 
variation of FDM. The deployment of OFDM has succeeded to combat some severe 
aspects (e.g. selective fading) in PLC mediums.  Nevertheless, noise is still presenting 
a potential shortfall that threatens the data correctness and integrity when delivered at 
the receiving end. Furthermore, over the past many years different schemes (including 
clipping, iterative methods and convolutional codes) were employed to fulfill the goal 
of mitigating the noise manifesting in PLC channels. However, these classical methods 
suffer some downsides, such as the incapability of differentiating between the two kinds 
of noise, and the need adequate prior observation of the information and noise signals 
in order to predict the relevant properties.  
From another perspective, AI is a continuously developing scope that is being 
effectively and successfully employed in a broad range of domains. Therefore, this 
study examined the  detection and suppression of noise in PLC channels, with the aid 
of AI, and more specifically ML. 
The implementation done in this thesis was organised into three chapters. The first 
chapter discussed  the problem of noise identification and revealing its nature with the 
help of pattern-recognition ML algorithms. The second chapter addressed the 
fundamental problem of practical mitigation of impulsive and background noise. 
However, even in chapter five, we have also worked on the detection of impulsivity 





chapter, a classification of received messages was implemented by using several ML 
techniques. Three distinct classes were defined, based on the  received signal amplitude, 
to which any signal could be  assigned and named as: Class A (modulated signal only), 
Class B (modulated signal mixed with AWGN), and Class C (modulated signal polluted 
by AWGN and impulse noise). Experimental analysis has validated that MLP was the 
most accurate algorithm amongst all the investigated ones, and it could be majorly 
regarded/advised as a powerful noise identification technique. 
In chapter four, the practical removal of noise in PLC transmission channels at low 
SNR power was studied. Few AI and other traditional techniques were examined. 
According to experiments conducted,, it was observed that clipping and filters could be 
strongly suggested as noise-eliminating schemes. As for the proposed ML methods, 
TFLNN, GRNN and FFNN have also manifested extremely powerful ability of 
suppressing noise at low SNR power.  
In chapter five, we have brought several innovative clustering algorithms into action, 
to prove their capability of functioning, well in absence of any characterising 
information, such as labels. Therefore, we have applied five clustering algorithms in, 
which the DBSCAN procedure was the most appropriate working methodology for our 
objectives. 
In summary, we conclude that the use of ML is completely efficient, powerful and of 
great assistance especially in noise identification. Therefore, we strongly suggest the 
introduction of ML in further communication and signal processing applications, as it 
embodies a compact, rich and dynamic area of applicability.  
6.2  Future Work and Recommendations 
  
There are some recommendations that we would strongly encourage in any extended 
future work related to our study: 
 In this thesis, we have focused on the mitigation of impulsive noise and background 
noise. In particular, we have managed to remove the AWGN. However, we have 
ignored the existence of Narrowband Interference (NBI) in PLC channels. 
Therefore, we recommend future researchers to model the NBI aspect and apply 





 Though we have succeeded in diminishing the overall impulsive noise, we did not 
consider the distinctive natures of impulsive noise. We therefore, suggest 
modelling the effect of each type in isolation, and the application of machine 
learning methods. 
 We recommend that future researchers could focus majorly on experiments of PLC 
network. 
 In order to enhance the BER performance upon using ML error-correcting 
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